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NEW MEXICAN REVIEW
FORTY-NINT-

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO. THURSDAY. AUGUST J, 1912.

YEAR

H

TAFT CHEERS
AT DENVER

REPRESE NTATIVE MEN FROM
VERY COUNTY IN STATE

JOIN A IN BIG MEET ING
OLD GUARD
TION
DID
-

REPUBLICANS ADMIT THEY ARE SURPRISED

OF NEW PARTY AND
BODY OF

MEN

BY DEFLECTIONS

ASSEMBLED

PR1CHARD

NEW

IN

SPEECH THAT SHOWS THE RECORD

MEXICO-COL-

ONEL

EWD

PREVAILED

YOUNG MEN

OF FORMER

DETERMINED

IN

AT SHOWING

TO

STAND PATTERS - SPLEN-

CHANGE

TEMPORARY
OF BOTH OLD

MADE BY CONVEN

POLITICAL

CHAIRMAN
PARTIES-M-

CONDITIONS

SOUNDS

UCH

KEYNOTE

ENTHUSIASM

OF BOSS RULE IS FORECAST

PREDOMINATE

IN LIST OF DELEGATES

AND ALL LINES OF INDUSTRY ARE REPRESENTED

THE DAV IN CONGRESS
X
SENATE.
X
Convened at noon.
X
Foreign relations committee
X adopted reixjrt of Senator Lodge
X reaffirming scope of Monroe doc-trine In no uncertain terms.
X
Ratification of New Foundland
X fisheries treaty, signed recently
X by Great
Britain and United
X States was agreed to by foreign
X relation committee.
X
Democrats In caucus agreed to
X stand firm for LaFollette wool
X tariff revision bill and
house
X for further conference.
A favorable report on Senator
X
X Root's bill for
the treaty of
X Ghent celebration was
ordered
X by the foreign relations commit- X tee.
lx Resumed consideration of Cor- -

NO. 21

OTERO

TO LEAD

FIGHT

Denver, Colo., July 31. The mention of the name of President Taft
chairman Frank C.
by temporary
at
stated a demonstration
Gmidy
the opening of the Republican assemminbly today that continued several
followed
utes. The demonstration
that
Chairman Goudy'i declaration
X
"no cleaner, no braver, no more able
X HE
man ever occupied the White House
IS GIVEN FULL CHARGE BY CONVENTION'S
NEW CENTRAL
COMMITTEE
X
than William Howard Taft."
X
ak
WHICH ELECTED HIM AS CHAIRMAN AND AUTHORIZED HIM TO NAME
Chairman Goudy, In closing quoted
X
from the public utterances of TheoX
HIS EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE AND START THE BALL ROLLING
AT ONCE
dore Roosevelt In !W8, that "Taft Is
X
within
the best man for president
X
the confines of the United States."
X
The assembly then recessed to 2
STRONG DELEGATION WILL LEAVE AT
o'clock this afternoon.
X
The first republican state assembly
bett tunnel bill over president's X
CNCE FOR CHICAGO CONVENTION
to nominate presidential electors and ;X
X
iX veto.
state officers to be ubmitted to the X
X
HOUSE.
voters at the primaries
early In
X
jX Convened at noon.
8tern and W. H. Klnnon
September was hold here today. Pre- IX Representative Bartholdt spoke X
X DELEGATES TO CHICAGO.
X
Emblem B. Ruppe, C. G. Given,
vious to calling the assembly to
X on the Chicago republican con- - X X
Miguel A. Otero of Santa Fe X Salvador Manuel Garcia, At! C. de
it was apparent that the support- iX ventlon delegates contests, at- - X
county; jonn uaron Burg of Ber- - X Baca and Nicolas Montoya.
ers of President Taft would control x tacking Colonel Roosevelt.
Marcos
The convention then recessed for
C. de X
at least so far aB presidential electors X Considered legislation of the X nalillo county;
X Baca.
Sandoval
county, and X twenty minutes. The committee on
were concerned. (
X regular Wednesday calendar.
X X
July 31. Repre- X Democratic leaders agreed to X X George Carry of Otero county. X credential reported the following
Washington, D.
ALTERNATES.
X roil:
of X another caucus on
sentative Bartholdt, (republican)
battleship pro- - X X W. M.
Tne delegates were:
coun- - X
Berger, Valencia
Missouri, attacked Colonel Roosevelt IX gram Thursday or Friday.
X
Bernalillo
X
ty; W. Frank Walkowaik of Mora X
Ar- county: Perfecto
In the "bouse today, defending Presi x
deto
was
X
reached
Agreement
nv- - J- - H. Heaid. W. H. H. Alii- X county: Jeremiah Leahv of Col- - X miJ
Colonel X vote three hours to political cer-Ident Taft's nomination.
Tomas
A.
son'
fax
Gurule,
Alfred Gruns- county; and J. J. Moise of X
emonles at the White House.
Roosevelt, he said, iad gone to the
,e6us Romero, Felipe Armljo, W.
X Guadalupe county.
x feId'
Chicago convention, "when he was
H- GIII"nater. M. C. Ortiz, John
X
STATE
CHAIRMAN.
X
longer at heart a republican."
Baron Durg'
X
Miguel A. Otero of Santa Fe X
Porplo Armijo, A. E.
Mr. Bartholdt continued: "In the SUGAR INQUIRY
X county, with
to name X Wa,ker' Justiniano Gutierrez, M. R.
authority
Mght of later events, we know that Mr.
TO
SHIFTS
SALT LAKE. X executive committee and
i. u. MCL'roden, A. Matteuc-c- i,
open X wringer,
Roosevelt never intended to abide
D. H. Boatright, Meliton S.
X campaign at once.
Otero,
X
the decision of the convention except It Will Be Taken Up There Monday
A. C. Burtless, Jobo Sabedra
y Jara- PARTY EMBLEM,
X
milln I v. run
he himself would be the nominee.
j,
Declares Prosecutor and Many Pro- X Goddess of
ni
nu, amvaaor m.
X
minent Men. Have Been Subpoenaed X Bhlef inscribed Liberty, bearing X Garcla' Atanacio Montoya and B.
"A new party was born but Is It not
"Equal Rights to
Can a party
bound to be still-bornX all."
s Chaves county; ff. H.
San Francisco, Cal., July 31. The
live or ought it to live when Its birthKeith, Fred
X
LEAVE AT ONCE.
X
Miller, T. A. Stancliff, A. E. Macy,
of
the
suit
in
a
is
He?"
hearing
government's
right
X
"We will leave at once for Chi- - X W.
A. Vlckers.
equity against the American Sugar X
CRANE ON BIG COMMITTEE.
said Governor Otero to- - X
Colfax county: H. W. Clark, O. A,
will be taken up - eago,"
... - .
im-- .
Ant,
Boston, Mass., July 31. Senator Refining company,
In Salt Lake City Monday, according
18 with the nationa.
VVlnthrop Murray Crane was today
committee at X C. Price, Daniel Sandovti.
Leahy!
elected to succeed himself as repub to Assistant United States Attorney X the earliest possible moment. X R. c.
Alford.
from G. H. Dorr, who is assisting in the X The convention was a
committeeman
lican national
sue- - X
big
Grant
Alford
county:
W
Cooiey
Massachusetts at a nieetiug of the re prosecution of the suit now being X cess.
It shows that the
X Charles G.
Given, A. W. Mornlngtsar'
heard here.
George C. Parkinson of X are awake to the situation. people
publican state committee.
X W. H. Kimon, J. A.
The
Leahy.
Preston, Idaho, formerly a director of X
has now begun."
X
Guadalupe county: C H Stearns
the Idaho Sugar company, and H. Q X campaign
BURKE IS HONORED.
X W. H. Parker, Juan J. Clancy, E. a!
of
Salt
Lake, secretary of X E. C. Burke of Santa Fe was X
SAVED BABE Whitney
MOTHER
Hlesell, Julius Morse.
the Utah-IdahSugar company, will X
unanimously chosen as chairman X
McKinley county: J. H. XIcAdams,
be examined at Salt Lake.
X of the Santa Fe delegation to the X C. C. Manning.
IN AUTO WRECK
Robert Oxnard, president of the X Progressive state convention at X
Mora county: Fred S. Brown, S R.
American Beet Sugar company, on re- X Albuquerque yesterday.
X Crowe, E. J. H. Roy, M. Trobough. A.
direct examination reviewed his preBushkevitz, A. R. Davis, W. F. K.
XXXXXXSXXXXSXS-.Walkowiak.
vious testimony regarding the light of
LIFE TO
RISK HER
WHITEMAN
MRS
'
to
in
the Missouri
Oter0 lounty: Frank W. Beach, D.
Independents
stay
Albuquerque, N. M., Ju:y 30. The
WHEN river markets.
SHELTER INFANT UNDER ARMS
Frlble' J- - H. Nixon,
first state convention of the new Na- Quay eount'r: T. E. K. Diehl. O. O.
In answer to a question by Porr tlonal Progressive party has been
WILL
TURNED CHAUFFER
MACHINE
today as to what he considered the he'd In this city and as a result, RLWm- - M" Key9' C' H- - Connell.
DIE
cause of the sugar conflict of 1901, Ox- Miguel A. Otero has been selected as
Marcos C. de
nard said: "I considered that the war state chairman by the convention's ' Sand0Dval e')unt:
"''"I1'1 Montoya. Juan Do- had been carried to us by H. O.
commute
fu!! authority i
t.t
ih
'Jl.
Physicians
Roswell, N. M., July
when the American Sugar to select his own executive commit-- ) mlnguez,' CeD; Sandoval, J. Felipe
Silva.
attending those injured in last night's Refining company reduced the
price
automobile accident today give hopes
nt':
'
' OteP0'
in the Mis o. rl riverH territory
,o the principle, of the platform adop- - w.
M.
the
B.
for all except
Wllkerson,
Prlchard, Ramon Martinez, Ursu- three and one half eents a pound."
ted by the convention.
lo
His skull Is fractured and
driver.
NJcho,M Mon,
M
John L. Howard, president of the
It need I.Gonzales, Fritz MuIIer, Charles
Now that It is all over,
attendants think his entire body is
Union Sugar company of Beliaravia,
the
be
convention
said,
that
go.
para!yzed.
Fire Chief Whlteman has internal Cal., and the Alameda Sugar com composea oi sucn representative men, Socorro county: H. W. Boutwell,
pany of Alvarado, Cal., followed Ox- has come like a bolt out of a clear Solomon Baca, John T.
injuries complicating his case.
Terry Abe-sk- y
nard on the stand.
to the old machine men who have, lino Romero, C. B. Pennington, H. L.
In
Mrs.
Whlteman
of
heroism
The
In
New Mexico with such Beagle, Constancio Mlera, J. T. Stone-- a
It was brought out during Oxnard's run things
saving her year old baby from injury
To j king.
examination that he had tried to perhigh hand for so many years.
is cause for much comment here
iaos county: T. P. Martin, A. R.
say that they have had a good scare
She held the child in her arms suade Howard to sell half of the comAH day yesterday
to
.uanDy, Altredo Trujlllo, Miguel A.
at the time of the necldent and so mon stock of both companies to the is put it mlld:y.
Tenorlo.
J. Dallo Cordova, Alfred
an
to
find
were
they
busy trying
Interest in 1902, introduccarefuly did she shield the little one, Havemeyer
Miraman.
at risk of her own life, that he carries ing the argurtent that cooperation opening into the convention wherehr
Torrance
or cause disJulius
county:
Meyer,
not a scratch of the disaster in which with the American Sugar Refining they could disrupt It
to thE satisfaction.
That they failed and Angus McGillivray, O. H. Van Stone,
his 12 year old sister was killed out company would be beneficial
Ross Garcia.
them.
failed
startled
has
absolutely,
Independents.
right.
Valencia county: Wm. M. Berger,
They could not believe'that such a
.1. W.
Beardsley, C. O. Hill, John W.
force could be got together
fighting
ICE TRUST WILLING
ROSWELL SLAYER
Craig. F. L. Walrath, R. G. Marmon.
them on "such short notice.
IS SURROUNDED
TO BE GOOD NOW. against
Frank
Henson, F. W. Campbell.
The convention of yesterday was a
I
IN MOUNTAINS.
The
committee on permanent
orIt
Mexico.
In
one
New
remarkable
I
Agrees To Submit Its Books for Inwas remarkable for the absolute har- ganization reported the name of JePedro Madrid, Who Is Supposed to
spection of Government and to Consus
Romero
of
Bernalillo county for
form to 8herman Law Require- mony, the unanimity of purpose and permanent chairman,
Have Shot Alonzo Beal, a Rancher,
George H. Van
was
the methods whereby .;lts.will
ments,
Will Be Captured or Killed Soon.
Stone of Torrance county, secretary,
carried into effect. There were no po
and W. M. Berger, assistant secretary.
litical bosses and Jobsters
slinking
Washington, D. C, July 31. InvesRoswell, N. M., July 31. Pedro Ma
'
'
the
tread
of
soft
about
hall.
The
the
"Ice trust" by
Rou'ero "Th platform. Mr. Romero
drid, slayer last week of Alonzo Beall, tigation of the
a ....
was
not present,
It
was
.
gumshoe
,.
was
suspended
sheep rancher, was located late last the federal grand Jury
convention wldo open, where every Prlchard
night in the Capitan mountains west today when the American Ice compresented him to the con- was heard, where every ventlon.
of town, and today county officials and pany agreed to open Its books to a man's voice
man's vote was counted, wheie the
fof
of
a posse are closing In on him. Madthe government
"I desire to tell," Bald Mr. Romero,
representative
of the
rid's trail has been followed for a an Investigation as to whether the unit rule and the gng tactics
"that In choosing me as your perlaw is being viola- old line parties were not known; manent chairman, you have made a
Sherman autl-trus- t
week.
secwhere the delegates and not
ted.
mistake. It is a mistake, not because
ret machine hidden in Bonie hotel I do not
is
it
full
a
appreciate the honor deeply,
CEMOCRATS
STAND
If, after
investigation,
where
and
convention
the
room, ran
but because I am not accustomed to
BY LA FOLLETTE
found the company is violating the
upon
drawn
were
resolutions
the
public speaking and I feel that in this
WOOL BILL TOO. law, It promises to readjust its methThe
principles and not for office.
splendid assembly, there are many
od.
an
were
without
exception,
delegates
more capable for (his position than
In Senate, New Line Up Proposes to
earnest, businesslike set of men at myself. I wish only to tell you that
Force Belligerent House Members SHOSHONE BILL IS
In the Inter I
convention
the
tending
stand now, aB I have always stood,
Into Conference on Tariff Measure.
PASSED OVER VETO
ests of no corporation, no mining com for honest, representative
governBY SENATE TODAY.
there because ment and that you will
railroad
no
but
pany,
The
always And
Washington, D. C, July 31.
that
realized
last
they
me
nt
had
in
the
thickest
of
they
tne
In
fray. I will
democrats of the senate agreed
Measure President Sent Back With had
absolutely no chance of working preside over this convention with abcaucus today to stand behind the La
Message of Disapproval "is Put out the much needed reforms through solute falrnesB to all and I thank
you
Follette wool bi'l and ask the house
Through "the Objection of the Pres-den- t either of the old
parties and that only sincerely for this high honor.'"
for a conference. The house yester
Thereto, Notwithstanding."
comthrough a new deal could the
The emblem committee after a disday refused to uccept the bill as it
mon cltizenB of this long Buttering cussion as. to a fitting emblem, adoptpassed the senate.
Washington, D. C July 31. The state secure their
ed a design by Major Ruppe, the
rights.
sennte today 41 to 17 passed over
As stated in last night's dispatches Goddess of Liberty
bearing aloft a
President Taft's veto, a bill to reim
MARSHALL
BORROWS
the
was
W.
Prlchard
Col. George
shief on which was Inscribed "Equal
ABOUT $5,000 FOR RACE. burse those who furnished labor and unanimous choice of the convention
to
All." This emblem was
Rights
supplies to contractors on the Corbetl for
temporary chairman. O. H. Van adopted by the convention.
tunnel In the Shoshone, Wyo., Irriga
made
secretary
was
Stone
31.
Governtemporary
Ind
July
The following resolutions were reIndianapolis,
tion project, to the extent of 12,0OO.
or Thomas R. Marshall, said today Democrats, progressive republicans and Col. William M. Berger editor of ported by the resolutions committee
he had declined an offer of four of his' and regular republicans from west- the Belen Tribune and a veteran re- and amidst continuous applause, they
was made assistant secre- were read by Mr.
publican,
friends to make up a fund fo meet the ern states voted for it.
Studley from the
tary. These officers conducted the platform and unanimously adopted;
expenses ot his personal campaign as
temporary organization of the conven STATE PROGRESSIVE
democratic candidate for the vice
PLATFORM,
tion with absolute fairness and courpresidency. Instead, he said, he had NORTHWEST POLICE
Be It resolved by the New Mexico
CAPTURE AN OUTLAW
tesy towards all.
arranged with a bank to borrow about
AFTER LONG CHASE.
Progressive Convention, as
TWs
was especially noticeable. State
$!i,0(K, which ihe estimated would be
In the City of Albuquerque,
when Chairman Prlchard. after the sembled
enough to pay for his speaking tours
Willis Ropp Notorious Horse Rustler convention had, by ballot, Instructed j J"'y 29, 1912, as follows:
and Incidental items.
Led Pursuers Over Trail
Twenty him to name live members each on
We again proclaim that we believe
Thousand Miles in Extent Only to the various committees, asked that that the source of all political power
'
In
Jail.
Land
Instead the delegates furnish him the is In the people, and not In political
X LEAVING FOR THE STATES X
names which was done. The commit bosses, therefore, we are unwavering
X
Mexico, X
Madera, Chihuahua,
Calgary Alta, July 31. Pursued for tees were:
in our devotion
to the proposition
X July 89. The big plant of the X four montihs through the
wilds of
Credentlnlst-- J. A. Leahy, Jesus Ro- that this state should have a law by
X Madera Lumber company closed X northern Canada by members of the
Van Stone, F. W. Camp- which the voters of the state can exX this afternoon and the employes X northwest mounted police, Willi Ropp mero, G. H.
press their preference for president
C, Burke.
bell
E.
and
X
X will leave for the States.
said by the authorities to be the most
of the United
Permanent
Organization M, A. and
All the women and children X notorious horse rustler and cattle
X
White-hill- , States in advance of the nomination
C.
A.
Bonifacio
X
Otero,
Montoya,
been
has
western
In
out
last
The
week.
the
thief
X were sent
country,
of candidates for those offices; and
M. S. Otero and J. B. Burg.
X plant at Parsons is expected' to X apprehended and ia In the barracks
E.
Resolutions
Elmer
Studley,
chase
X
The
trial.
Is
here
til
week.
awaiting
today,
X cloae
(Continued on Page Four.)
Modesto C. Ortiz, John W. Terry, C.
covered nearly 20,000 miles.

OF

PROGRESSIVES

IN

THE COMING CAMPAIGN

-

XXXXXXXXXXXXH.

XXXXXXXXXXSX

merly a stand PHt chairman of the all time give temporary power, have
Unlihell crowd In this county. George run riot with the thought that the
Arnett, formerly a standpatter, both voters were blind and submissive, ant
At 3:15 p. m. as the tempo- men- - X now enthusiastic for the new party without sufficient Independence to do
X, rary chairman
casually
Theodore X are also mentioned as delegates to their own thinking. But there has
X tioned the name of
come a great awakening. The people
out- - X Chicago.
Roosevelt, a spontaneous
An amusing effort this morning by are now taking their political fortunes
X burst of applause swept over the X
-'
discreate
to
into their own hands. The party cry
X convention and among the spec- - X the old line republicans
to acts no longer as the sound of the
came
X tators three different times the X sentlon In the new party
Several prominent delegates tocsin to engage in political battle
X applause subsided and rose again X light.
over a name Whether that name be
X when the speaker tried to re- - X were hastily promised good Taft Jobs
and not democrat or republican.
X sune.
It was plain that a big X if they would go back home down
all
Every ballot that was cast last fall
X majority of the convention was X attend. They quickly turned
The enthusiasm for an easier metliod of amending
It composed of out and out Roose- - X such propositions.
for X and attendance of this convention has the constitution was a tongue of elo
velt men. The applause
several quence, a voice of Justice, a declaraX Roosevelt swept (he convention X caused a severe scare among
who are here. One tion of Independence, a blow for free- every time Mr. Roosevelt's name X of the Taft leaders
to a dom, and a blow against the Bpecial
X was mentioned. At 4 o'clock the X of these this morning admitted
that they Interests, and for these reasons the
X convention was completing Its X New Mexican correspondent
the at- - gang did not cast any of that kind oi
X had absolutely no idea that
X organization.
tendance would be so large and the, ballots.
other blows will be struck in the
standing of men participating would
order. They were interests of the people. They
Albuquerque, N. M, July 20. Every be of such high
by the deflection of stand- niand and will have with the mutacounty In New Mexico was repreSeveral men here to-- ! tions of time legislation ' along the
republicans.
pat
sented by leading citizens as delegates day as delegates to this convention advance though! of the age. If this
and with enthusiasm abundant on all had unUBual pressure brought to bear if a government of, by and for the
sides, the first state convention of the on them from political and business people as we claim, then the people
but will govern. If the source of all ponational progressive party met In the associates to keep them away,
were determined to attend at Ittical power is In the people, as we
Elks' opera house here at 2 o'clock. they
whntever personal sacrifice might re - assert, then they will exercise this
The convention was called to order suit. Col Pi lchard In accepting the power In their own way. If '.hey make
ot
by Marcos C, de Baca of Sandoval rhnlrmnvthm sounded the key note mistakes they are the mistakes
that fair-- ! themselves, and In due time and in
a
county. On calling the convention to of the campaign In speech
lv tore the records of the old partyi their own Interest they will correct
order Hon. Marcos C. do Baca made
Into tatters. He was frequently com - them, but the mistakes of the special
he
charged
a brief speech In which
nev-bpelled to cease speaking temporarily Interests against the people are
the republican party with having
waves of applause. In part hej er corrected by the interest itself, unbroken faith with the people and said said:
"1 the people force the correction.
If the people of this state possessed
THE KEYNOTE,
that the cause of his great uprising
This convention Is the beginning of the power to recall public servants
which bid fair Jo sweep the country,
was due to the fact (hat those who a new era in the political history of they could, and would exercise that.
controlled the policy of the republican the state. It Is the first convention power now. Through the gerryman-Inof the legislative districts pro-lcthat ever met on Che soil of New
party were tied up with the great
for in the constitution of the
to promulgate a declaration of
terests, rather than with the Interests
of the people. The call was read by dependence, and proclaim to the peo-- state, the reactionaries and Btandpat-piof
Prlchard
the broad principles of progressive ters were able by the narrowest
Secretary George W.
!s!n to elect a majority of the senate,
Ssnta Fe county. It was a splendid
We are here to represent the will whose proceedings throughout their
body of men that assembled In the
In-! first session
con- of the
characterized them as
people, and not the sordid
big opera house and In striking
trast to the ward heelers and pre- tereat of a few. We stand for four! the creatures of the interests and the
cinct bosses, petty office holders and great cardinal principles, good gov-- j enemies of legislation demanded by
were inim-tic- s
cheap politicians that ran the famous eminent, wholesome laws, clean poll-- j the people. Measures that
and equal privileges for all in the, ical to the bosses, and the interests
Las Vegas convention of the old guard
for which they stood, but favorable
republican. Business men. professional new state.
o
the people, met with their persist-- :
The most of us have heretofore
men, laborers, railroad men, farmers
and ranchers, were mingled together operated with one or the other of the ent and united opposition.
The common citizens of the state
While thero two old parties. We have, with mortl-In the list of delegates.
were a number of gray haired dele- flcation and Bhame, witnessed (he are interested In the passage of a
of the principles upon alorlal and presidential preference act,
gates, a large per cent of this convention were young men tired of which those parties were founded by which the voter will be able to
have devoted years In trying to press and declare his choice of
boss rule, and hopeful for the future
those parties, and especially thesonB for these great positions in
of the state determined to correct the
of legislative or conventional
party In this state, in
political abuses that have grown up
within the ranks of both old parties, tent repute; in opposing the corrupt- - action. They are likewise Interested
united under the national progressive ing influence of predatory greed; in In the revision of the election laws of
elections,
party for a square deal for the com- trying to prevent machine men from the state by which fraud atwould
be
mon every day citizen and tax payer. controlling the party organization in If not entirely eliminated,
There were probably as many former their own selfish Interests; In reslBt- reduced to the lowest degree of probdising usurped powers by political boss- ability.
standpat republicans who were
They want a revision of the revenue
trusted with the Chicago convention es; in fighting the attempt of s few
who
individuals to manipulate federal ap- - laws, and new laws enacted looking to
as tbere were former democrats,
saw no hope of bettering conditions pointments in the Interests of a gang the reduction of taxes of the common
in fitherof the old parties. Such men of pointed politicians; in contesting tax payer, and the raising or a just
as George H. Van Stone, well knuwn their right to dominate conventions revenue from corporations and others
merchant of Torrance county, Major against, the wieihes ot the people; in on the output of mines, and especial-tryinto convince a set of political ly on the output of conl mines amount-plunderer- s
Bujac of the Pecos valley, a former
that this Is an age of pro-- Ing to over 3,000,0(10 tons a year, which
'democrat, were prominent among the
delegates. Sheriff Romero of Berna- gresB and advancement, and that par- j Is practically untaxed, and the reve-tfinal
In
the
lillo county, and a leader
principles Bhould not be sacrificed nue to the state from which would,or ought to amount to a quarter milfight which broke the hold of Frank on the alter of personal ambition.
Our warnings have not been heed- - lion dollars per annum,
A. Hubbell, the. worst boss the state
The peoiWe asked for a railroad law,
every had, was also an active partici- ed. The sentiment of the people has
Bosses In- - defining the duties ot railroad corpobeen constantly Ignored.
pant. Among the Spanish-Americadelegates, there was as clean cut and toxIcaU'd with a band of pirates are rations to the people and providing
Intelligent a set of men as ever assent-hie- a part of the crew of a captured ship. unUurdensonie rates for their patrons
In
convention
In a political
Perhaps no state In the Union ha3 and liberal provisions for the protec
than New tion of railroad employes. They want
Kew Mexico. The spread of the new been worse
party Idea was one of the surprises Mexico. Several years ago a band of other progressive legislation abreast
close-fistewe live. How
looters formed a
corpora- of the age In which
of this convention.
A Bplrlted contest has been Innugu-tion to utilize and appropriate every much of this class of legislation did
rated between John Baron Burg of political asset In sight. They preyed we get from the first legislature of
this city, a member of the lower house! upon every legislature for plunder and the state? Nothing.
They were domineeringly active In
of the legislature, and Major Bujac ofj pelf, and even extended tihelr operathe Pecos valley, for nomination to tions to Washington where they hung setting up jobs(for the ousting from
congress. While each one has enthus-insti- around the political bargain counters their seats members on charges that
and loyal supporters, It seenrs for official plums for themselves and ttliey could not sustain, only to Buffet
to be the general sentiment not to those who were willing to become the humiliation and disgrace for the atnominate at this convention but to tools of the interests.
tempt, They weva sychophantlonlly
.riofnr notion to a convention to be
The climax came like the stroke ol nctlve In the passage of a pretended
election bill, afterwards
called later, The sentiment seems to a trip hammer, when the people of the primary
be simply to adopt a set of principles state proceeded to smash the slate vetoed by the governor, which in Its
for the new party, form a strong or- that had been fixed In a dark closet of vlclousness aimed to disqualify th
ganization and select the delegates to Itihe Las Vegas convention In Septem voters from selecting or nominating
the Chicago convention. There Is ber, 1B11. Secret pass words for ad candidates for office in advance of the
primaries, to protect a po
also a sentiment not to prolong the mission to the Inner ohamber, ' and
convention until tomorrow and un- dark lantern methods adopted by the litical machine and put the progres
afIf
bosses at that convention, In which siveB,
possible, out ot busings for
less something arises during the
ternoon the convention will finish Its the will of the people waB severely this fall b election. They were cowbusiness tonight. At a preliminary set aside, received a blow from which ardly and brutally active In throwing
caucus of delegates this morning, Col. they have not, and never will recover. the Honorable Abellno Romero, a
out of the sennte, to which
George W. Prlchard was selected for Other blows have been struck the
There was no Bpeclnl Interests In the Btnte. It fan nhe people had honorably and legally
temporary chairman.
opposition. M. A. Otero Is promi- cied Itself safely entrenched behind elected him by a majority of 124
nently mentioned as one of the dele- an unamendnble constitution, largely
(Continue!) on Page Seven.)
gates to Chicago. Joe E. Sulnt, for- - its own production, which would for
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At a Denver meeting held a few evenings since, riilllp Stewart plainly
declared his position In the present campaign, Ho said that his neighbor, who
edits tha Publo Chieftain, has repeatedly of lute referred to him as a
"nnlttlrnl maverick.'1
"I accent the term." said the speaker, "and propose
of the range a maverick bears no;
to remind him thot. according to the
man's brand and 1b owned by no one."
Araln Stewart said: "1 am a republican but not a thief. I am not one
of the best kept republicans who bends the hinges of the knee to the beckon
of Mie corporation finger. I am an American citizen and as such deny the
a
right of the political pigmy to advise me as to whether or not I am repub
lican."
The expressions of Stewart but voice the feelings of all men from whatever party, who have gone with determination Into this great progressive
movement. It Is slmolv a declaration of freedom; the right to think as one
chooses; act as one believes; ally ones self with such party as hU own
judgement may dictate. The culling of names does not hurt anyone nor
uu
retard tine movement, u tne opponents oi progressiveum
in It, there Is no reason why they should not enjoy themselves to their
heart's content. We can remember back In Juvenile days, what satisfaction
we used to get hi calling some feMow with whom we had a row, a good,
strong, ugly name, and all the sarcastic fervor we could throw Into it, the
greater was the enjoyment we got of it. In later years the calling of names
has seemed purile, but if there are those who still enjoy calling Mr. Stewart
a maverick, as title Pueblo Chieftain seems to, or calling the editor of this
paper a wolf and a coyote as the Hon. Sec. does In Independlente, we are
glad to see them enjoy themselves, as It doesn't hurt anybody and only
shows that someone Is feeling bad or mad, as that is what inspires the calling
of names.
The fact Is that the new progressive movement has forced Itself upon
the attention of the people by its wonderful growth and energetic spirit.
If this were not so, no one would be calling its members names. It Is the hit
bird that flutters, and If the old standpat gang had not been hit by this
movement, there would not be bo much fluttering.

las

0

THE OLD LIBERTY BELL

The managers of tbe Panama Exposition want the old Liberty Bell as
one of the exhibits.
Philadelphia has entered a strong protest against carting it across the
IT IS GOING TO WIN
continent, and we believe with good reason. It Is not an exhibit. It Is a
The progressive cause Is going to win through the new movement. Be treasure about which centers a strong, healthy and patriotic sentiment. We
It nnw nr Inter thta nrcnntvntlnn will ha tha nmrihim thrnnph whirh nn remember being, as a child, at the Centennial Exposition at Philadelphia,
eventual and great triumph is sure to come.
and seeing that old bell there In the Pennsylvania building. One of the things
Never In the political history of this country have the same conditions that Impressed itself on the boy's mind, was the beautiful sentiment about
a
so
in
so short
existed nor has any movement attained
the scene, when men stopped at the little enclosure on which the bell was
great headway
time. The etandpat papers, In an attempt to belittle it cite what they call hanging and touched it with an apparent feeling of reverence for the old
other movements that have sprung up, and later withered and died. They niece of metal, for the place It has held in our wonderful early history. It
Bpeak of the populist and greenback parties aa examples, but they forget was particularly noticeable for the reason that our American people are growthat the former was confined to a small section of the country and the only ing less reverent than they once were, carried away as they are, by comrepresentative they ever succeeded in electing to the United States senate mercial and moneyed interests. We are perhaps less reverential of tho
was Peffer of Kansas, who served one term; no representative of the green- things that should he sacred to us, than are the peoples of other lands, We
back party ever achieved that honor; but already the progressive party has are rather Inclined to see the humorous side of things both chose inanimate
some of the leading members of the senate men of big brain and sterling and associations thut are about our public men. We do not have any pedesloyalty; men who have already done things and are recognized as among tals in America, and hand out Jokes about our public men, rather than
the leading members of the highest legislative body in the country. The eulogies.
v
party has a foothold and will have an organization and full ticket In nearly
It is good now and then to touch the chord of sentiment which Is In
states are already enrolled. The move everyone's nature, though in some of us, It 1b not easily reached nor played
every state In the Union. Forty-si- x
ment has greater principles back of it than any since the one which brought upon, and a feeling of reverence for some object whicih recalls a mighty
the republican party into life. It Is not based on a single theory, like that struggle for liberty and the triumph of the people, ought now and then to
of a change in our money system, nor on the idea made up of vagaries, but be awakened. It makes us better, and stirs the spirit of genuine patriotism
It has its foundation on the greatest principle in governmental life; the one which we should not allow to slumber.
on which this nation itself was builded freedom of the people, and a right
To see the old Liberty Bell In its home atmosphere recalls the struggle
of voice In governmental procedure. It has not one element of anything revo of our forefathers that made us what we are, while away from these surfinancial
nor
nor
nor commercial affairs,
to govern roundings a certain sentiment is lost. In the old city of Philadelphia It
lutionary
disturbing to
ment stability. It only calls tor a square deal for the people and some atten rests where It first pealed out that wonderful message of freedom and liberty
tion to those matters which most deeply concern them. It Is only a demand and there It seems best that It should remain. There are good grounds for
that the power be taken from a few men to dictate and control as they are a protest from the old city, once the center of those stirring events which
now doing. It is a demand for a change from an oligarchy to a democracy. gave us the opportunity to become what we are today.
o

IN HIGH

COST

Such is the verdict being given in the different states where the progressive party is holding conventions. The policy is in keeping with the spirit
and motto of one new party, "Let the people rule."
By this action the new party, brought Into being by an Inevitable process of political evolution, elects to give the people an opportunity to say
whether or not it shall be made permanent. If the American voters honestly believe that William Howard Taft was made the nominee of the
republican party by questionable machine methods and that Theodore Roosevelt was entitled to the nomination as the choice of a majority
of the votes of the convention they may so express themselves. If, on the
other hand, they believe that the nomination of Taft waa In order, that it
was right or that it was necessary, let them so express themselves, and by
so doing withhold their approval of the creation of a new party at all.
It can scarcely be questioned that any new party formed under such circumstances as are tending to bring about the progressive movement will be
conceived In honesty. Under no other conditions could it (hope to live, even
through one campaign. The question which the voters of the nation, will
need to decide, therefore, will be simply whether or not political conditions
demand a new party.

The effort on the part of the Hon. Sec. to raise the race Issue In New
Mexico is a futile endeavor, and Is but an attempt to turn attention from
tbe real cause of the uprising against him, which Is purely a matter of his
utter unfitness for the office lie aspires to, or any other public position. The
day has gone by, in this state when a man is opposed because he happens
to be a Spanish-Americacitizen. One of the best men in public life In
and Is nt the present time occupying the
New Mexico Is a SpanlBh-Amerlcuposition to which the Hon. Sec. aspired. He was chosen on account of his
He would be chosen
high Btanding and his superiority over his opponent.
again under the same conditions, with no thought other than that of fitness,
conspicuous fitness.
Evidently the Hon. Sec. forgets that the president of the progressive
chosen from a body of excellent men, because
league Is a Spanish-Americahe was regarded as peculiarly fitted for the position and because he had the
confidence and respect of his party associates. The question of nationality
was not considered, but Just good citizenship and sterling manhood, that's all.
So It will be in the future of this party. It will not be asked, "Is he a
"
but "Is he well qualified?" That question will be the
supreme one hereafter.
un
Just because the Hon. Sec. Is opposed on account jot his
fitness and a belief that all the emoluments of public Ufa should not be
reserved as the property of the Romero family, Is no Indication, even In the
wildest Imagination of the most disorderly fancy, that the race Issue U in

volved
It Is the Hon. Sec. who Is endeavoring to raise the race issue. It is he
who Is grasping at the lost straw to bold him above the sea of indignation
Judge Hanford resigns and the Impeachment proceedings against him which is
over blm because of what he is and has been, and because of
may be dropped. The commerce court is dead and It 1b suggested that the what he rolling
has done,
of
waste
are
Archbald
energy.
impeachment proceedings against Judge
In the great struggle before us there Is no question of nationality, but a
The impeachment proceedings against both of these Judges should be
question of principle; a question of the highest privilege; a question in
vigorously pushed, not dropped. Morally, these Judges if guilty are on a level
of every citizen; a question that Is the foundation upon
with the ordinary thief. We do not suffer thieves to keep the stolen goods volvlng the rights
which a true governmental structure Is builded; a question as to whether
and merely accept their relinquishment of their opportunity to steal.
shall rule or be ruled by a little coterie of bosses.
Neither the
The most serious charge against these JudgeB is that they misused the people
Hon. Sec. nor any man nor set of men, can turn the attention of the people
tlhelr high office, ravished Justice in order to feather their own nests. The
from the one great Issue.
proposition is not that they make restoration If restoration is due, but that
0
they be permitted to retire by merely surrendering their present opportuni

ties.

CHANGES

VOICE FROM MEXICO

IN

NEWSSERVICE
New Vo.k. July 30. Mr. Frederick
Martin is appointed
assistant
general manager of the Associated
Press, effective September 1st.
Mr. Martin leaves the position of
editor of the Providence (R, I.) Journal, and Providence (R. I.) Bulletin,
to take the place. He has had long
training in Journalism In connection
with the Boston Journal and New
York Tribune as well as with the two
Providence papers.
Mr. Psul Cowles Is transferred from
the Buperlntendency of the southern
division to the Buperlntendency of the
coal division, effective August 1, to
take the place of Mr. John P. Gavlt,
who, greatly to the regret of the management, retires to take charge of
of
the Washington correspondence
the New York Evening Post.
chief
Mr. Robert T. Small, assistant
of the Washington bureau, 1b appointed superintendent of the southern
division, vice Mr. Paul Cowles, transferred, effective August t.
Mr. Charles E. Kleber Is appointed
with
chief of the news department
the service,
throughout
jurisdiction
effective August 1.
Mr. Kent Cooper Ib appointed chief
of the traffic department, with Jurisdiction throughout the Bervlce effective August 1.
M. E. STONE,
The Associated Press.
Roy

CAN HE GET BACK

MARRIAGE FEE

FITNESS ONLY

ON WITH THEM

LET THE PEOPLE DECIDE

OF LIVING.

We all know that one of Hie biggest Items la the high cost of living 1s
railroad transportation charges. Every time we drink a glues of milk we
cough up a bit of change for some railroad company's cash box. But what
would you say to getting your milk in powaer, weighing about 87 per cent
less than the liquid milk?
You'd pay no freight on the water Mrs. Moo- Cow l)ut In It in fact, you'd add the water yourself wihon you wanted your
glass of milk.
Millions of dollars a year could be saved In freight chorges alone If we
look the countless tons of plain water out of a lot of the things we eat
A stnrt has been made by a Chicago concern which 1b drying out 87 pef
per rent of the weight of milk. The powder which results Is at present used
only by bakeries.
The department of agriculture In a forthcoming publication is to pro
claim its support of this plan of lowering price and has selected as an example the Immensely Important German industry of potato drying believing
that conditions In ths country are more than ordinarily favorable for the
rapid adoption of an European expedient of economy
Only 20 to 25 per cent of the potato Is solid matter and upon every ton
shipped freight Is paid upon 75 to 80 per cent water and the cost Is borne
by the farmer from his profits and the consumer from an already overtaxed
pocketbook.
The optimism of the exponents of the potato drying Industry Is based
upon the fact that the same machinery used for drying sugar beet leaves and
As sugar beet
pulp can be employed at other seasons for drying potatoeB.
growing is already an Important Industry in about 16 states, but little extra
expense would have to be Incurred to test the practicability of this plan.
Most of the Important beet sugar states are also great potato growing sections and the two Industries can go band In hand, as they have In Germany,
where tbe great development of the beet sugar industry has led to a tremendous development of potato growing.
It has been found, moreover, that
the cultivation of sugar beets increases the yield of all other crops grown in
thiB
increase varying from 25 to 50 per cent with differ
rotation with them,
ent crops and amounting to 46 per cent In the case of potatoes.
The sugar beet Itself is one of the products to which this process of
economy through extraction of surplus water has been applied and a busi
ness of $2,000,000 a year has been built up in the past few years in dried
beet pulp for stock feeding.
Another advantage that will come from the Introduction of the drying
industry in connection with such a crop as potatoes, as is pointed out by the
department of agriculture, is that the present uncertainties of the crop would
be removed and both the producer and consumer would be benefited. The
grower would have a more reliable market and the present wide fluctuations
In prices would be avoided.

Chicago, July 30. A Chicago court
decide whether or not a
man is entitled' to a rebate on the marriage fee he pays- the minister if the
bride refuses to live with him. The
court also will be called on to decide
can
whether or not the minister
charge $1 a year interest on the $2.50
fee as long as It remains unpaid.
The Rev. R. Lane, 1469 South State
street, has brought up these questions
in legal proceedings to collect $7 from
a George Trsylor, for whom he performed a perfectly good marriage ceremony more than four years ago.
Traylor has put his case in the
hands of the Legal Aid Society, 'and
will fight the minister's claim. His
attorneys contend the $4.50 interest
Is usunry, that marriage fees are given no preference over other debts in
the laws governing interest.
Traylor contends that he even
should not be held for the original
$2.50 because his bride would not live
with him after the marriage. He cannot see why he should pay out $2.50
when he got no returns.
Dr. Lane ho had quite an experience trying to collect any part of that
marriage fee. He says $7 Is little
enough pay for his trouble. For some
time he made dally trips to the offices
of the S. Krug Wrecking company,
where Taylor then was working.
The minister found Traylor was receiving $11 a week and thought he
could get along on $10 a week for seven weeks until he had paid that wedding assessment.
Traylor continued
skeptical and the minister garnisheed
his wages.
Traylor learned of the garnishee action almost before the minister had
filed the papers, and offered to settle
for JO, so he says. Tire minister was
firm.
Then Traylor called for his'
time In the middle of the week and
got his pay from the timekeeper. The
minister was still out bis fee. Hence
the suit.
Boon will

The main object of impeachment of such federal judges is to disqualify
'The Newhurgh, N. Y., Union says: 'Talk In republican circles of circu
the guilty from ever afterward holding public office of honor or profit In the latlng a petition asking President Taft to resign from the presidential race
United States. There is no Biich thing as recall of federal judges.
the
Interest of party harmony won't down. Mr. Taft is not one of those
in
Unimpeacbed, the most rascally judge who ever wore the ermine stands kind to take a hint unless ibe is hit in the head with It.'
bench
chance against wfolch society is helpless of again getting upon tbe
"Well, If that's the cose, we'll hit him In the head with It. The progres
after a vacation to improve his health or for any other reason.
sive party has the power, the willingness and the Implements with which
should
tried
Hanford
and
Archbald
insist
upon being
Innocent, Judges
to do it. They will give him tbe hardest headache he ever heard of." New
to the limit. Guilty, these judges should be forever debarred from holding
Mexican, Santa Fe, N. M.
of
or
office
honor
profit.
public
"No one has any doubt about the progressive republican party having
ONE MAN'S UIEW
The Judge who uses his office to fatten his own private fortune cannot be the power, willingness and implements to
give Taft a blow over the head.
"He will poll a large vote in North and South Carolina, Georgia, Vlr punished by being permitted to retire.
In truth, that is Just what Teddy takes especial delight In doing. He is in
On with those impeachments!
glnla, Maryland, Kentucky and Tennessee," said Mr. Gay. "Many residents
he
Is
It
Is
his glory when
while he has his arms crossed with
fighting and
(J
down there don't believe Wilson will amount to anything. I think that perbis former friend that we expect to see a democrat walk Into the White
will
sonally he is progressive, but the crowd behind him
prove too strong.
The Hon. Sec. devofes most of the last Issue of the Hon. See's, paper House for a change." Newburgh Union.
I have studied the matter a long time and I am convinced that Teddy Is the which is
We imagine, in the above expression, the wish Is father to the thought,
(he Independlente, to the Hon. Sec. Of course, incidentally and
the
man
has
who
well
as
a
to
the
Inclination
be
as
only
power
progressive on the side, when the Hon. Sec. ia not the subject, the New Mexican gets on the part of the Union, and we do not blame the editor for
MAHOGANY'S
feeling as he
FIRST USE.
president."
called names real hart'h, rude names that are Intended to be annihilating does, Inasmuch as he is a Wilson sympathizer, but Teddy does not need to
Mahogany was first used In the re'
The above is the opinion of William D. Gay of Alabama, who has alwayB and obliterating.
Tha,t Is the only argument that men of the size and brain cross his arms to ward off any blows from Taft. They are too puny and
voted the democratic ticket, but is, today for Roosevelt. It Is but the view equipment of tbe Hon. Sec. know how to use, and It is so ordinary and silly they lack steam, and the doughty Colonel Is too busy battling for tbe peo- pair of some of Sir Walter Raleigh's
ships at Trinidad in 1597. The disof one man, but It gives a slight view of the drift f the wind and is one and antique that it has not even the merit of being amusing, but allowance ple's rights to take on any little side issue like Taft. His fighting
qualities
of the straws. Never In our political history has the present movement must, of course be made for men whose mental power is limited to thinking are well recognized on ali sides, and if, in the struggle against bossism, on covery of the beauty of Its grain for
been duplicated In lis earnestness, nor its widespread effect.
the part of the progressives, Mr. Wilson should slip Into the doors of the furniture was accidental.
up names to apply to a person whom they do not happen to like.
A Doctor Gibbons was building a
)
Speaking of his nomination to the position of United States marshal, the White House, the wedge would have been driven for a great progressive vic- house in
King street, Covent Garden.
Is in
do
hlB
about
The
matter
In
can
Hon.
It.
Sec.
four
hence.
nothing
"They
paper,
says
tory
years
Colonel Ball, one of the big democrats of Missouri, and a candidate
His brother, a West Indian, cap
for governor, is one of those men who speak out plainly and without sub- Taft's hands." "They can do nothing about it." That Is the standard cry of
had
tain,
brought over some planks
them to the straits where
After the third party convention less than one hundred days will Remain of
terfuge. He freely admits the strength of Roosevelt In tbe campaign Just the standpatters, and that is what has brought
mahogany as ballast. He thought
head and says frankly that he will make great headway In the old demo they are today, but it has not usually been as plainly stated as has been for the campaign. Some of the back districts In forty-eigstates may never the sood
might be used In the house
t.
cratic stronghold. The Colonel says: "If Roosevelt comes to this state he done by the Hon. Sec. They generally whisper It under their breath. In the pear of it St, Louis
but the carpenters found t'ha wood too
will turn things topsy turvy." That Is true In other states than Missouri. secret council chamber, to each other, t Is one of the funnylsmi of the club.
It is quite delicious io observe what insubstantial
Stuff the standpat
hard for their tools and objectefj.
Roosevelt has so great and enthusiastic a following thaf the politicians do But the Hon. Sec, having less diplomacy and political, or otter sense, says dreams are made of,
Mrs. Gibbons shortly afterwards-- ,
not know bow to figure on It and he is likely to mix things up. However, he It right out loud,
e
machine-madmind.
The paragraph quoted Is typical of the
Note (he
It has been all too true. The people, under Taft, upon whom the Hon concluding sneer at the rural districts whose "plain people" are afire with wanted a small box made. So
may turn things topsy turvey irf the campaign, there would be no danger of
sent the mahogany to a cabiSec. Is depending in his extremity, "can do nothing." The time is fast com
mm in me vtmite Mouse as he has been proven in that position and
the progressive principles. Note the assumption that the progressive move net maker. He also complained that
gave as
...
... .. .
"flafa anH aauv
aana" au amum ion mliuu
.t .... aa
when the people will do something and it will be done to the ment will Just
ing,
however,
we
ever
nau.
one
the
that
the
and
with
Chicago
convention,
only
Hnj jjregiuent
begin
the wood was too hard. But the docgang by which tbe Hon. Sec. is employed as a roustabout or a bouncer. hundred days has been allotted for the people to understand what the third
n
tor insisted as he wanted to preserve
Of course, he never was counted In tlhe intellectual department of gang gov
party stands for!
The passage of the LaFoUette wool bill in the senate, which was un- ernment.
some of the wood as a memento of
of the knocking down of Judge Long, a man of 75 years,
Speaking
thlck-and- in
on
the
of
If,
this
the
day
and
the
of
enlightenment,
people
depended
the measure in the house, Is likely to pu; the Hon. Sec.
expected,
likely passage
his brother.
says, "It was' only a trivial dispute.'' Then, according to the thin" organisation newspapers for their
.President Taft In a very embarrassing position. This Is practically the bill Hon. Sec. murder
knowledge of eventB It might be that
The finished box polished so nicely
would be but child's play, like
per the "back districts in forty-eigh- t
states" would know nothing of the third that the doctor ordered
he vetoed August 17, 1911, on the grounds that the tariff board had not re
a bureau1
The remark, howevei, only ehows once more and still more clearly,
haps.
But if such newspapers were still the dependence of tlhe people this made of the same wood. The cabiparty.
ported on schedule K. The board has since reported and the LaFollette the absolute unfitness of the Taft candidate, for the
position of U. S. mar- would not be an age of enlightenment.
bill follows the board's conclusions quite closely. Mr. Taft Is really between
net
maker
his winin
displayed that
when he looks upon an assault and battery against an elderly man,
The
bourbonlsm of this day Is not In the "back districts," but dow before
two fires and can, by his action seriously cripple the interests of the big shal,
delivering it. The Duchess
a man in his prime as a trivial dispute. It is an outrage on the people holds thepolitical of
by
of
wool growers of the west, among whom he has
minds
the beneficiaries
special privilege and of the machine of Buckingham saw it and begged
strong supporters, or offend of this state and nation. It is for obeying the behests of gang politicians In
bosses and newspapers. It Is dominant In the mental make-uthe eastern wool men from whom he also expects assistance in his camof the men enough wood from the doctor to have
such cases, as that of the Hon. Sec, that will defeat Taft for
just
the
of
lives
solt
who
has
not
tariff
He
board decision to hide behind now and must come and
parasitic gentlemen
squeal In afflrlght whenever It Is It duplicated.
paign,
blm
Mahogany furniture
defeated
for
actually
out into the open. It Is a trying hour for Mr. Taft.
proposed to enforce a square deal for men and women and children who soon after came Into
popular favor..
0
for
work
Like
an
more
their
famous
living.
historic,
these
person
Bourbon,
.
0
The Bupreme court in Kansas Justly holds that the row now going on do not know a revolution from a revolt,
REBELS OPEN HEADQUARTERS.
"They can't do anything," and "We'll have a law nassed." are twn ennri In the ranks of tbe
Of course the plain people of the back districts and of the front districts
republican party is political, not legal, and the courts
mottoes for the campaign, both showing the boss methods that have been
Los Angeles, Calif., July 29. Agents'
cannot Interfere. Judge Branine gave the decision and he will1 now find him (wherever the two divisions are located) know that the "one hundred days
used and would still be. had not the progressive party come into life. It is the self on
have;
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trolled by the people, and not the
The investigating committee In congress did not dig up much lntol-nia- Judge Albert D. Norton! of the St. Louis Court of Appeal" writes:
"I am a progressive and will attend the state convention (of the national Hon regarding the cost of being elected president, only that it cost a big pile people by the special Interests. We
RoOBevelt
of money., no matter who the ennddnle may be. Mr. Tuft's friends got ho'd stand for equal rights to and for all.
progressive party). It 1b true, too, that I shall vote for Theodore
o( ,he Dot (,n(1 of "le poker in that little investigation as William's jack pot
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In November."
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THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY, PUBLISHERS.
The selection of
Otero as chairman of the state committee which dodge many of the vital IsBues
emiKinir hla rlnht as a citizen to think hla own thoughts and to act as his .
8ANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.
own heart prompts him. If they do not think this would be effective they of the progressive party is an excellent one. The governor knows the game, in which the publio is concerned:
Oldest Dally In the 8outhwest nd Only Dally t 8Ute Capital.
me very large acquaintance auout tne state, he can be ot grea; We therefore
favolne nomination of
might do as the member ot the national committee In Wisconsin Buggesiea aim witn
NEW MEXICAN REVIEW.
confused as to how to proceed, the other day "refer It to service In holding the line ot battle and making the right moves,
candidates for president and
Makea Specialty of Mining, Political and Industrial Newt.. Goaa to Every when he was
.
o
iho nntlmml committee:" or. aitaln If that does not seem advisable perhaps
by the National Progressive
Pott Office of State.. $2.00 a Year.
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was a closed gate, gaily decorJudge Dyer wrote from Grand Haven, Michigan, where he Is spending as the lecturer. Dr. Conwey "vas very where
made as the roll of counties was callIn France, Italy and Belgium the figures range something like those in his vacation, as follows: "I cannot witlh propriety take an active part in clear in his interpretation of Shakes- ated with evergreen wreaths. At this ed:
for
Germany.
He point the procession was halted
politics, but I have no hesitancy in answering an Inquiry from an old friend peare as a man and as a poet.
John Baron Burg, of Bernalillo
the purpose of admitting the gradu"Aha!" you say, "we are way ahead In our own land. But pause Just like you. I voted for Lincoln and for all his republican successors, and shall showed that
man
a
as
Shakespeare
county; Dr. H. H. Keith, of Chaves
class.
"The
of
a moment. See what the figures say concerning the rental, for' instance, of vote for Theodore Roosevent
Key
Knowledge,"
wculd have bad the sann chance to ating
Jeremiah Leahy of Colfax
nexj November.''
house or flat:
being handed the candidate for such county; W. H. Klnnon of Grant couna four-roohave survived as ony other man of lil,h
IttnH In rtauti county;
hnnnro
tiraa rnn-a
find
In
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leaders
the
Taft
After exhausting every legal procedure,
$131
United States
but Shakespeare
ty; Julius J. Moise of Guadalupe
equal opportunities
63
themselves in the same place the Roosevelt leaders have been all the time. a? a poet will survive the 'lapse of tnrough whi,e th(j rest o the pr0. county; W. Frank Walkowiak, of
England
49
The position of the Roosevelt men has been throughout to leave the ques time and the wreck o, ages.
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tion to Taft or Roosevelt being regarded as the republican presidential
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Fe
Tou will observe that the mere question of having a home is a far more were afraid to do that and went into the courts to try to prevent the
To him, nature was through stnurnles ealned the mastery. county; M. A. Otero of Santa
The su rare as himself.
having a chance to vote directly on president and
Colonel William Berger of
serious financial matter in tbla country than in Europe.
oc- county;
he
an
the
the
book,
master,
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in
wnich
iman
McElfresh
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after
Dr.
It
that
when
a
If we take a certain standard of food and fuel we find that the French preme court knocked the Taft position into cocked hat
ean but a drop of water and he the uressive discourse on the "Compan- - Valencia county.
Dr. Keith withdrew, declaring that
man pays 17.8 per cent less than the American; the German pays the same no legal matters had been presented in the lawsuit and that everything cheralst, the vast forest but a garden
the
ionshlp of Books", concluded the ex- to
voters.
as the Frenchman; the Belgian pays 35.2 per cent less tihan the American; must be left
He was, in a ercises by presenting the diploma, he was a too recent citizen of the
and
he
the
to
gardener.
be
movement
the
more
seems
is
way
under
going
and
More
that
it
state to be given such a position but
and the Britisher 38 per cent less.
lawyer, doctor, The whole affair was planned and ex- It is the people's movement and they are word, philosopher,
came to the next elecOne important item is omitted by the pamphlet. It is the question of difficult to stop by any method.
and ecuted without a hitch in any wav, that when it
florist
analyst,
chemist,
botanist,
found at the front
clothes. Here, too the expense would be much less for Europeans, for It Is supreme.
all other sciences that count in the and great credit is due to the faculty tion, he would be
0
and that be would guarantee
that
notorious that our clothes cost more than In Europe. So that it Is quite
man.
He was a master of of the Chautauqua literary and sclen- complete
A leading democrat of Missouri writing to a standpot paper says:
e
twenty-fivper cent of the republican
possible, when the end of the year rolls around, that the American (highly
tl tic circle for its success.
a man of your intelligence and all sciences and professions.
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the
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any,
paid though he be doesn't
earnings
Dr. Conway had no difficulty in con- The music was furnished by the votes
information can think he Is giving the true condition of affairs in the political
cast under the new party in November.
than his European brother.
of
concert
Mexico
New
no
Roosevelt
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audience
that
to
other
under
Colonel
the
talent,
create
vinclng
impression that
The high protective tariff la admittedly the mother of the American world today when he tries
also withdrew in favor
You certainly cannot man could have written
"Shakes- - the direction of Dr. B. E. Hedding. Judge Terry
trusts. But every time you attack it, some smug beneficiary of this special will have next to no votes at the November election.
ot Col. Berger urging that Col. BerAND
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as
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the
to
the
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political
supplied
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of honestgovelegislation retorts by saying that this same tariff is the mother of hlgb
'
Dr. David Boyd, oresident of the ger, a life long friend
world with as rare verse as he was a
been since 1860.
wages.
rnment, be -given a place on the dele2 to 1 vote in favor of 'T. R.J as against Taft In
to
added
state
the
had
man.
all
did
He
the
"What
the
university,
greatly
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nearly
poets
Perhaps those high wages are not quite so high as they seem.
'
who have written after him. Among pleasure and profit of the visitors of gation.
the Iowa Republican convention last week mean?
0
The roll call by counties followed,''
"For myself, I am with the new party Just as far as our present election the many characters represented in the Chatauaua- Governor Otero receiving practically
Prof. Alvan N. White, state superin- the
NEW MEN
laws will permit me to be and be a voting citizen."
the writings of Shakespeare, Dr. Con-- 1
unanimous vote of the convention
The growth of this sentiment is simply amazing, and must make itself way selected "Hamlet" as an example tendent, added much In the way of and
We recall a short time ago at the progressive convention held in Kanleading all other candidates. The
i
by which to Illustrate the character of good, sound advice and Instruction on result stood;
sas, a critic of the party said that the membership of (that convention was felt In a most convincing manner.
0
the writer. From this he showed the the subject of: "Education and Equal
composed of new men in politics; that few familiar faces were seen there,
M. A. Otero, 86; George Curry, 65;
The Chicago Tribune, regarded for years past as one of the staunchly effect of the treachery of hypocrisy Opportunities for All." We were sor- - M. C. de
and the critic argued from this, that the movement could not succeed. That,
Baca, G4; John Baron Burg,
to our mind is one of the strongest points in the new organization. It shows sensible newspaper of the country, touches the question of election of post of the species of theology he had been T? to Bee h'm leave before the close 53; Jeremiah
Leahy, 33; W. H. Klnthat a new element has entered the field. It proves that the Indictment masters, now being advocated in Iowa and Bouie other states, in a logical loDge(j t 8tudy, while the graduates ot the Chautauqua.
non, 27; W. M. Berger, 20; W. F.
ui uiuciuib uj of the same species were Dlottine to
Prof- W. T. Conway of the Agricul
drawn against the standpatters and bosses was a true one. It proves that manner, wnen it urges tuai ah muy go too iar in me
Walkowiak, 13; J. J. Moise, 13.
a new Interest in governmental affairs has been awakened. It is convincing election and complicate the whole machinery. There is wisdom in the posi rob him of his knowledge rights.
turaI College, has proved hlmsef both
The result was announced by Mr.
that old, tyrannical methods have been abandoned. It means the people are tion. While the present movement In progressiveism has for its foundation
8:00 a. m. July 26th, Boys' and useful and ornamental in all depart Van Stone and was received with
stone the selection by vote of the people, yet the choice by direct vote Girls' Club, Rev. J. F.
of
In
ments
going to rule. r
work
he
lecChautauqua.
cheers. When it was announced that
Hedgpeth,
It had grown to that pass in American politics where every convention may become bo numerous as to be cumbersome. Besides, it is an office turer.
The Chautauqua.assembly expresses former Governor Otero, who is espe
was composed of the same men, from the county gathering to the national tbat rightfully does not belong in politics at all, any more than does the
Rev. Hedgpeth organized his club its regrets at tbe Iobs of so many use cially popular In Bernalillo county.
and that they dictated absolutely and arbitrarily the course and policy of position of bank official. The only possible test should1 be efficiency, and with
quite a number of boys and ful instruments ot pleasure in the per where he, as governor, defied the
each convention and selected the candidates and the delegates. There was it should not be brought into the field of political struggle. It is one of those girls who will demonstrate what can sons of Reverends Rose, Zlegier, bosses and removed the
corrupt Hub- not a vestige of authority delegated to the people. They were not recognized positions belognlng In the civil service class.
be done with the soil when treated ' S'aaterbeck, Shimer and others who bell regime from office, led all the
0
nor Indeed thought of, and much worse than that their views, Interests and
scientifically under the modern train-- aided in the music, Also Secretary delegates, his name was cheered,
Senator Works still seems to have the people guessing as to what he ing
welfare were not cared for. Those conventions were not conventions of
suggested through the Agricultur- Robinson, Secretary Schwartz and a delegates and spectators alike Joining
the people but of the bosses, autocratically, unqualifiedly. But one thought really did mean in his paradoxical and confused statement a short time since. al College of the State of New Mexico. host of sweet
singers among the fair in the applause. The convention up
He has now announced definitely that he will not vote for Taft, and intimated
dominated, and that one thought was the retaining of control.
9:00 a. m. Bluie study under the sex. We miss them all and hope they on motion by Mr.. Ruppe, then voted
Another promising sign in the Albuquerque convention was the pres that his ballot might yet (have on It the Colonel's electoral. Maybe the sena management of Dr.
to make the four candidates having
meet
with us next year.
McElfresh, was will
ence of so large a number of young men. Nothing could be more encour tor sees how strongly the tide la setting toward Oyster Bay.
Dr. Conway, Col. Twltchell,i Rev, the next highest vote, the alternates
very interesting and instructive.
-- 0aging; nothing could make the future so secure.
2:00 p. m. C, L. S. C. day.
Heagpeth and Col. Porterfleld were to tbe Chicago convention. Mr, Kin- The old saying, "Old men for counsel; young men for war, comes to
Rlght over here In our neighboring state of Kansas a man died last
2 : 30) p. m. Graduating
exercises. indispensable to the succeBB of the non s name was withdrawn by the
mind in this Instance and brings hope with it. In this great new movement Wednesday from the heat. What a pity that more people cannot have the Address.
Chautauqua, besides many others not delegation from hlB county.
both are largely represented and It means an unusual strength. It is to be enjoyment of our delightful Santa Fe. It only needs to be understood to
The exercises were conducted by here mentioned.
Space does not permit the use of
a battle royal, this struggle ahead of us, not only this fail, but In the future. be thoroughly appreciated, when so much of the country is sweltering in
the various nominating speeches but
and that the younger element of our citizenship is enlisted in the fight is a the torrid heat. All we need to do to make it perfect Is to keep clean.
without exception, they were remarkmatter of congratulation and assured victory.
OTERO TO LEAD FIGHT OF PRO lations of a political machine, and to able for the spirit of high principle
A woman in Ohio 91 years old boasts that she has never been kissed.
0
and
the thorough appreciation of the
CAMGRESSIVES IN COMING
prevent the progressives of the state
Says a standpat newspaper, urging Taft's candidacy, and arguing in There will be a difference of opinion maybe as whether there is much credit
PAIGN.
from organizing for the November situation, shown by the speakers.
due a woman who has nothing bigger to boast of than that after 91 years.
favor of harmony and against the bolt of tbe progressives:
There
was more patriotism in those
election. We congratulate the exe
"Already the old national committee of 'bosses' whose actions at Chicago Maybe she's forgotten when she was sweet 16.
in
(Continued from Page One.)
of the state for vetoing this speeches than have been heard
cutive
0
were condemned so loudly by tbe Roosevelt followers is out of office and
convention in
vicious
measure.
We condemn the years In a political
of
"are
the
school
"The
corn,
recites
Indiana,"
child,
no
or
harm
principal
products
can
further
do
It
power.
good."
until the people can vote directly for lobbyists, those persons who may dur- this state and each speaker was givCleveland Plain Dealer.
That has a very plausible soiyid, and the only fault to be found with the bogs, authors, gas, oil and
en an enthusiastic
reception by the
we've had belong in the class enum United States Benators under an ing the legislative session of our state
Well, some of the
words
argument is that It Is untrue. The editor who penned those
amendment to the constitution of the be found residing in Santa Fe, and we delegates.
well knows that the new national committee is no closer to the people than erated in the Indiana collection.
The convention then took a brief
United States, which we favor, we in believe that they should be eliminated
0
the old one was, and that It was chosen in the same way. In our own state,
recesB and the counties caucused on
Buffalo street railway motormen have been warned by their employers sist on the passage uf the law in this from our politics as well
as barred members
when and where did the people have a choice in the
of Solomon
of the Btate committee. The
Luna to represent New Mexico on the national committee? Was not the to take special precautions against running over children playing in the state by which the voters can express from our legislative halls.
their choice for United States sena
We especially condemn the action of committeemen were selected and the
choice in each case left to the delegates and would a body of men who stole streets.
convention
then adjourned, the comthe standpatters of the senate for mittee
Why don't they give special instruction to the policemen to take unusual tor.
a presidential nomination let go any advantage they had gained? Tbey have
meeting immediately thereafWe charge that the first legislature
a new national committee In name only. It is the old wolf, but the sheep's precaution that no one commits murder?
ousting Abelino Romero, a progressive ter and
choosing Governor Otero
0
of this state bctrayei the confidence republican, from that body to which
clothing with which they have attempted to clothe It, is too small to fit.
chairman with full authority to select
There Ib something horribly suggestive in the advertisement of a monu of the people in failing and refusing he had been elected, md as to whose an
The article above quoted from says further: "A new national committee
executive committee and open the
Is now in office fresh from the people, and presumably it is free from boas ment maker In Aurora. It reads: "If you dont need a monument now, you to pass an act revising the election right to the office no evidence was
campaign. The committee named
laws of the state; for not properly re- offered against him. We condemn the was
will, and now Is the time to see them."
control and Influence."
as follows:
0
vising the revenue laws; for refusing course pursued by the reactionaries
"Fresh from the people" Is good. It would be Interesting to have the
Bernalillo county B. Runne and M.
Some readers of the New Mexican wondered why reference was made to to pass a law for the taxing of in- of the legislature in their effort to ex- R.
Ingenious editor elucidate that, and show how it it free from "boss control
Springer; Chaves
Dr. H.
and Influence," when It was chosen by tbe creatures of the bosses, a num- the St. Louis, Rocky Mountain and Pacific railroad as a trunk line. Why, comes above a stated amount; for re- pel four members of the house from H. Keith and D. E. county
Thomas: Colfax
ber of whom were given seats in the convention and tbe privilege to aid in because it could be put into a trunk.
fusing to pass a law for taxing the Rio Arriba and Taos counties on county J. Leahy and C. A.
o
Whltehlll;
out put of mines and especially the trumped-utbe selection of the "new committee membership. Such talk might do for
charges of bribery because Eddy county Captain E. P. Bujac
Reports say that Woodrow Wilson slept twelve hours Saturday night and coal mines, and thus relieving the it was believed that the votes of such and another not
the kindergarten class in politics, but Is scarcely possessed of sufficient
coun- Grant
named;
sense or fact to mislead the members of the progressive party who have twelve hours Sunday night, Marvelous! The silly twaddle season has set burden of taxes on the common prop members could not be controlled
by ty- - A. W. Mornlngstar and C. G.
In the state; for refusing to pass the
withdrawn for the best of reasons and with full knowledge of results, from lu early this campaign.
erty
republican political machine of
county Juan J. Clan- 0
law regulating the railroad
the party which has repudiated Its own early record, history and the
rates, this state.
cey and C. H. Stern? McKinley counSt. Louis and Chicago women are said to be wearing men's socks. Pretty and properly defining the duties
The specious editorial of the organ of
of
principles which gave it strength.
We charge that bvi action as this ty C. C. Manning and J. A, Sneddon;
closes thus: "Many new parties have been born since the oon they'll be wearing their shoes. There has long been a suspicion that railroad corporations to the peop'e; is destructive to
the stand-patter- s
representative gov Mora county F. S. Brown and W. F.
republican party came into power. How many of them have lived.''
for squandering the people's money ernment, and of the rights of the peo Walkowaik; Otero county Genres
thoy were preparing to do this.
0
Is
has
When
That again
any considerable body of men, long
misleading.
without any compensating returns ple under
of
the Curry and Frank W. Beach; Quay
associated with the republican party entered upon a new movement? When
They are using alfalfa for breakfast food over In Oklahoma. It's a and for tying up the public business state, that the hope of
partisan gain county O. O. Gregg and C. H. Con.
d
have its ranks been so Shattered? When was there a time when, In every wonder that it is not prohibited in the constitution. They must have
of the state In order to gain a parti win nt Justify such . conduct, and nell;v Sandoval county M. C. de Baca
state In the Union a new organization hag come Into life? It Is hard Indeed
it.
san advantage.
We congratulate 'we call upon the voters of this state and Abel Perea; Santa Fe county
for the members of the old organization to believe that the people have
-- ti
M. A. Otero and G. W.
or the to resent this outrnza at tbe nnllo
tnose progressive memc-erPrichard; Soawakened and are determined to build for themselves, a new political struccorro county C. B.
President Taft has written a book of 250 pages to prove that he was legislature who arc elected as such,
Pennington and J.
believe
We
the
has
that
time
come W.
ture on a now toundatlon.
not dishonestly nominated. It would not take a two page primmer to tell and those who honestly cooperated
Terry; Valencia county W. M.
for
all persons
0
regardless of past Berger and F. W.
that he was.
with them, upon their fight for the
Campbell,
party affiliations to undertake to re0
The convention at Albuquerque which finished Its session last night,
Colonel
measPrichard moved that the
pussiige of the above named
deem the honor of the state, that the
must have been something of a revelation to those who have been belittling
The life of a dollar bill is said to he fourteen months. Maybe so. Never ures, and for the work they did In
committee be empowered to fill all
people should be represented by an
the progressive movement. With every county represented and with the nad one in possession long enough to tell.
vacancies, which motion prevailed.
the Interest of the people and clean organization unfetteMd
.
0
by obligations
enthusiasm manifested, there can be no doubt of the strength of the moveA vote or thanks wn
trlvsn tha nr.
in
this
government
p'nte.
to
the
of
or
special
Interests,
it.
priviback
This
determination
of
a
Mr.
the
ment and
fleers for their efficient servlro.
Nicholas Longworth made any remarks on the
Let
fair test of
ee, has
gathering was
A
We condemn the passage of a
Dlace
inand
lege
Beeklng
of
in
hunting
as
New
the
We
remember
Mexico,
don't
convention
last fall and
the growth
progressiveism
situation, lately?
noticing any.
telegram from Medlll McCormlck, reprimary election law, which dividuals in politics. We believe that garding the number of seats
the one this week are so easily compared In both point of attendance and Interfor deleLos Angeles proposes to make it a misdemeanor to "treat" a friend. prevented the people from selecting only through the work that we have gates, alternates and niBRtu noednrt
est. There is no wonder that the progressives are greatly encouraged to go
and nominating candidates for office begun can we obtain In the natiofi at the
on to the finish.
Should think it would make some difference how tlie friend was treated.
convention, was read.
In advance ot such
primaries, the and in the Btate the legislative relief
-- 0demanded by the people. We believe
An Oklahoma officer was killed the other day while making a levy. Would purpose of which was to put additionWhile there's life tqeres soap, they say. That's JuBt what's bothering
EVAN8 CA8E TO JURY.
al powers in the hands of the special that wholesome govurnment can come
that be Just a "trivial dispute?"
the summer kid, who wants to enjoy his vacation.
Denver, Colo., July Sl.-- Thn
r
rBOO
o
0
interests in this state, denying to the only through progressive politics and William G.
Evans, charged with conIs
of
he
A
man
to
honest
remarks
the
Remarks
that
and
are
pro
to
"lemom
tetter than quinine." We knew people
The
root beer as
"still clinging
party managtment,
right
organizing
that structive contempt Of finnrt want r
physician sagely remarks,
tect themselves against the manipu-th- e
favorite beverage." We never heard it called by that name before.
that before tne doctor told us,
special interests should be con- - the Jury ahortly before nooa
today.
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these tnlnly been long enough and sum-- ' Helen pink did as about all the use
fund," Willis said, "I find that
mills.
Chavez .. '231. S5
126W. Margarita
40.00
articles are being charged up by mem- - clently advertised and still no one' it could be put to would be for rouge,
Tor support and maintenance of city 12650. Jesus Romero
AS
bers."
seems to be able to reach tihe lot) or Up paint. It is up to ICIoanor, this
Santa Fe. N. M July 1st, 11)12,
schools tor scholastic year commenc- 12651. Santa Fe Water &
SEES
IT
Ei6.60
One wonders why Mir distinguished milestone, The lutnst life prolonger color responsibility, should her father
The board of county commissioners ing Sept. 1st, 1(112, .01100 mills.
Light Co
M. C.'s don't have' face creams nnd Is buttermilk;
but I heard a ludy, In get to be president, and It ochooves jmet In regular session, with Hon, Jose For payment of interest on city 12632. Santa Fe Hardware
132.90
rose pink and carmine and sucn things whose Judgement I have learned to 'her to choose well. To the Bystand- - Ortiz y Pino, chairman; and Cominls- - school building bonds, .00250 mills.
AN EXAMPLE.
ft Supply Co
150.00
For library purposes, .00100 nulls. 12653. Ceferino Baca
declared, decisively, er It looks like bleauor green or sloners George M. Klnsell and Esqul
One would think that the example thut we see in the big show oases In rely Implicitly,
150.00
For city bridges, .0O500 mills.
12654. T. C. Closson
the drug stores.
When one .reotia within even the last few hours: "1 bleanor purple,
pula Jlron, present, Clerk Ortiz and
Bet by the icliool board would be talSheriff C. C. Closson were also In at- lowed by the city nnd by Individuate. about powder puffs being on the llsi would rather die than have to drink
The board resolved Itself into a 12655. First National Bank,
2000.00
WHERE 18 IT.
tendance.
n board of equalization for the purpose
Santa Fe
Just to look at that nice, clean lot It brings to mind what a chromo buttermilk," nnd so we are bark to the
I wonder where that public building
The contract for the building of a of hearing complaints of the different 12656. C. J. Bacon
where the central school building Is, would be presented of George Curry olli sound line that a clean me,
bill
that was to give us a new
5.00
on Agua Frla street was award-officbefore a mirror touching up Blb"' llved- - wl,n r"!ara to the rights
parties whose assessed valuation has 12657. Flunk F. Gormley ..
and the lot opposite Is a pleasure.
and beautiful stone structure to,ed to the Inter-Stat- e
50
Bridge Company been raised either by the assessor or 12658. Manuel S. Roltmi ...
The noxious weeds are all taken out his ruddy complexion with a powder ot the Physical system and clearness ornament
de-,and
town
our
us
give
Kansas City, for $2,201.00, they D- by the board of county commissioners 12659. Telesforo Rivera ....
01 uruin WHO a mum Kepi aieri, uueu
and piled ready tor carting away. It puff, and our friend FergiiBSon who with
ecent
our
for
259.82
surroundings
handling
good, pure and helpful thoughts
with the result that there were two 12660. R. J. Oiehton
ng the lowest bidders.
1
astonishing what a lot of them there has discarded his mustache, smooth Is about
7.20
On motion of Commissioner Kinsell, appeals made to the state board
the best tonic we have, and good Uncle Sam's mail, has gone. Huh
of 12661. Winter Grocery Co. . .
with a governwere, too, and what a tremendous har- ing out the wrlnkleB
been
it
or
chloroformed
fol- 10.75
one
was
It
the
Is
seconded
and
slungsbotted
that
the
the
by
carried,
given
duly
Mr. Towne of Cerrlllos 12662. Nathan Salmon
equalization,
vest there would have been another ment supply of facia powder. How
out ot existence or has It succumbed lowing levies were made by the board
59.25
little we folks, back home, here know greatest physician of all, long before
;a,)lwale( (rom the action of the board 12663. O. C. Watson & Co...
summer if they were left to seed.
of the rostrum
of to Washington heat and needs some of county commissioners for the year In the matter of the assessment of 12664. Estate of C. ,W. Dudrow 48.41
the ingredients
The Bystander does not want to ap- about the luxuries of our congressthia silly later day were even In ex- revivifying actlon7
1912,
the Boston Cerrlllos Mines Corpora 12665. O. C. Watson & Co..'. 220.00
Is certainly
pear In the role of a grouch, nor men and how ladylike they become istence. There Is no better microbe
lhe Santa Fe postc-fflc85.00
The state auditor having certified tloD, and aIso ,MrB. Wen u Matthew 12666. Capital Coal Yard ..
When they get, to breathing that deJ
,
I
tl li I'd-- . It urnuM
.
. .
t' lr it fr.t anmu'
k...-- .t
nil
l
ha
..
kicker, but I do want to Bee our little
....
,1.1.
,
1.15
to Innoculate 'the physical
mi
,p
system,
ull uuulu it...
lulv
ot Albuquerque, appealed from action 12667. Capital Pharmacy .".
It Is a mat lightful official atmosphere. Of course. 'than cleanliness of body and mind."'' sma town where not much room was of eleven and onealf mills upon thej0, tne
city looking at Its best.
12668. Santa Fe Lumber ft
assessor on the raise on real
ter of congratulation to know that W8 all know about the poker chips,
and wiere location does not Idollar to be made upon all the taxable tate Btuate in Glorieta Pet. 13.
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people of the state are missing a
Deal.
C. O. BECKMAN;
the murder of his wife on April 14,
great treat by staying away from
D. C. Byboe, learning contractor
jhE PLATFORM.
A. E. P. ROBINSON,
to be
sentenced
t ne
these exerciseB.
unautauqua
Much dlsciiBBton Is heard here, ns
8HOCKING DISASTER.
living at CCD Keeling Court, Canton,
D. C, July 30. When was this morning
Washington,
beA. L. FALES,
at Mie state penitentiary
and
management have given much of the house
to wlmt Bort ot a platform will be
Is now well rid of severe
111.,
Blnz, Germany, July 29. A
today took up the confer- hanged
Committee, time, money and labor to make this
sunrise October 11.
opted by the conveutlon. There are V shocking catiislrophe.
annoying case o' kidney trouble. His
ence report on the Indian appropriacausing
cdfiimlttee.
We,
merit
the
a
'
Institution
success, and
"
Ways and Means
back pained and he was bothered
many suggestions ofTered by the dele-the death of many German excur- tion bill, Minority Leader Mann
com- Mr. W. S. Gunsalus, a farmer living galea but until the convention gets
your committee on Ways and Means,- cooperation and support of the
with headaches and dizzy spells. "I
slonlsta, occurred last evening
charged that certain senate amendrecat
the
following
large.
munlty
nt the Baltic bathing resort. The N took Foley Kidney viIIb Just as direcbeg leave to submit
ments operated to rob the Indians of near Fleming, Pa., says he has UBeti right down to work ti that Important
connThat
the
ommendntlon: First,
land stage, which was crowded X ted and In a few days I felt much
their inheritance. He referred specif. Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and feature, the draft will not begin to
j w(la Cilred of diarrhoea by one Ically to one amendment providing for Diarrhoea Romedy ln his family for crystallze.
to lis utmost capacity during a
ty organizations be mnde permanent
My life and strength seemed
better.
Among the planks that
I
within the coming year. Second, dose of Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera t'he deposit of Indian lease money now fourteen years, and that he has fotinJ will undoubtedly gr-- In the platform,
concert given by the local band, i to come back, and I sleep well,
school
ane"
wrlteB
M.
E.
Diarrhoea
represented
Sunday
for
Is
That evej r
Remedy,"
a straight forward declaration
nnd threw more than X am now nil over my trouble and glad
in the hands of officials, with the It to be an excellent remedy, and
collapsed
In these" county organizations be ask- - Gebhardt, Oriole, Pa , There Is noth- - restriction and no provision for
takes pleasure ln recommending' It. the rights of the people as against V a hundred persons Into the sea.
to recommend Foley Kidney Pills."
sale by all dealers.
ed tor a definite contribution to the lng better,
For sale by all dealers.
the Bort ot corrupt boss rule that has
Try them. For sale by all druggists.
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less than an Inch In diameter, Jumped at least 24 hours. Ho had been "bot aroiiiid Logan were not suffering ma- to a dresser standing In the corner three times twice in the right side, terlnlly from drouth. Logan Lender,
ot the room, broken tihe glasB Into a near the heart, the bullets having
CORRECT, EDITOR HENRY.
In the Pecos valley It la bo easy to
pieces, making a hole a foot tered about three Inches apart, and
If outside Influences were reanonsible for chronic nWm thou
build
bead.
The
in diameter, bulging out the opposite once in the back of the
good roads and keep them In
cMo np iha n,itinn
,n Lttpr shot hurt nrnlmblv been fired 'good reimlr that aood roads through nal applications and simple cleanlineas would be a curative treatment.
his face, the forming districts, should be made But the trouble is always in the blood which lias become unhealthy and
floor, and then probably grounded 'while the man was lying .on
and keeps the sore open by continunlly discharging- - into it the
From where they were sitting It was ' Tne d''""1 D,RU ,v"s discovered by in all directions, and In the building diseased,
-r
iuuih wuu wuicu me circuiuuon is nnea.
flmiroi nut tlmt tho iiihtnin m.wt anotner colored man numeu umurr or gooa roaas lies one oi tne surest
:
Thn Salves, washes, lotions, etc., may cause the olace to scab over temDorarilv.
)m iivit with him nn the cliilni. He wavs to imnrnvn fnim valnna
more than pay all expenses, for the have come very close to hitting Mrs. carried the news lo Kd Fleming, who
THURSDAY, JULY 25, 1912.
uui me oioou is noi mane purer Dy sucn treatment
prospective purchaser ot a farm tocows are doing fine on native grass, Coon. I.ordshurg Liberal.
and soon the old inflammation and discharge will
JUNE BUG BUZZING.
Is working a claim about a mile dls-davisits your farm In an auto and
HIT BY LIGHTNINa
Ice
no
return
is
needed
to
and the sore be as bad or worse than before.
cream
went
the
back
if
roadB
keep
are good he notes the
He and an employe,
(he
The old June bug mill below Red
Zen Chewnlng, of the Owen farm tant.
even during the summer.
Nor will removing the place by surgical operation
to Jackson's cabin, nnd seeing that fact and with as much favor as he
river has been released by Trinidad
colt
from
valuable
lost
a
struck
being
insure a cure; the cause still remains in the blood
The people are realizing more and
the man was dead sent Rucker to does disfavor the fact that the roads
capitalists, who are putting In a cya- more the
and the sore is bound to returo. S. S. S, heals old
possibilities of this country by lightning during the storm Sunday telephone
the authorities.
Rucker; are rough. Artesla Advocate.
nide plant. If everything goes well
was
animal
which
valued
The
sores
as a dttlry country. Des Molues Swas- night.
by going down Into the blood and removing-th- e
LIGHTNING
stuted that he had left Jackson at
STRIKES.
the min Inn camp of Red River will
was
at
with
other
$200,
standing
impurities and germs which are responsible for
the c:lm Wednesday evening to go
the storm Wednesday eveDuring
set up and take notice. A water pow-t- r tika
the place, S. S. S. thoroughly purifies the circulaWILL HAVE NEW COURT HOUSE. horses near a barb fire fence when to Silver City for supplies, arriving In ning lightning slruck at the C. E. Anplant Is being Installed. Quests
A hole the site of
tion and in this way destroys the source of every
Dona Ana county will have a mag- the bolt struck.
Sliver City about midnight. He start- derson home west of town and gave
Gazette.
.
ii.- t n buuuiuu
i.l:;
nificent and commodious office build an egg was knocked In its head be ed back Thursday, and w hen within them a fright but did little damage.
uiooq,
uj purnying Hie t,
S. 8. enriches this vital fluid and in every way assists
EASY, WHEN YOU KNOW HOW.
nature in overing for the accommodation of the tween the ear and right eye, coming about 100 yards of the cacbln his horse One fire ball came ln the window set- S.
the bad effects of a chronic ulcer. Book on Sores and Ulcers aud
J. Taylor, who recently located on county officers, assessor and treusur- out at the bond of the neck and
refused to go farther. Suspecting ting Are to a Bample of rye standing coming
medical advice free.
claim out In the Kansas valley, has er, and suitable vaults for the pies- - Ing it instantly. Roswell News.
was wrong he tied the near. Another got Into the barn and any
smT SPECIFlC
ATJMTAt
something
diilled himself a well. He got a little ervatlon of county records.
THE SENATOR IMPROVING.
horse and walked up to the cabin knocked a pony off Its feet and stunold churndrlll and rigged a "Jerk rope"
N.
Senator James
plans are now being drawn under
1'pton Is progres- where he found Jackson lying dead. ned Paul for a minute and there were
to a hind wheel of his auto, drilled the direction of the county comnils- - sing very nicely under Dr. Stovall's He then went to Flemlng'B camp.
"blue blazes" running all around the els. , There are two thousand five hun here awaiting his examining trial,
35 feet In clay and sand and has plen sloners for an office building adjoin treatment at Mlmbres
Hot Springs
No motive for the crime seems dis place for a minute. This is the sec- dred acres of oats on the tract and was before Justice of the Peace Richty of water of a fine quality. It takes ing the court house, on the court and says he will be down town greet coverable. Jackson was well known ond time that lightning has strucit they certainly look like ready money. ards Monday of this week, and waiva genius to do thinks like that but It house grounds. The building will bo ing his
many friends in a few days, as having no money. He owned sev- tl.lB farm house and the Andersons Some of the fanners who are growing ed examination, and was bound over
helps some to be lucky and Mr. Tay- well equipped for the offices of the bllt
again" for the senator eral mining clnlms which are consid are getting so they expect it. Roy. potatoes have been digging In the hills to the grand Jury without ball. The
"nevr
jf,
Spifhlsh-Amerlcalor is both. Roy
to see what is doing, and they say wife of the murdered man who has
crunty officials and will accommodate when it comes to riding a bucking ered very promising. These he has Spanish American.
the treasurer's and assessor's office's, broncho. He Invited a friend to ride worked by himself for years. The onBIG SHEEP DEAL.
they have "spuds" big enough to eat also been in Jail charged with aiding
CHEAP SPUDS.
Mammoth pears seem to Caidlnas, was released upon her own
The Ga lacher Bros, who have been which are now up town.
C. D. Taylor of Cedar Hill brought right now.
back of him on a "bucker" the other ly thing around the place In the way
The county has long needed suit- day and when they picked him up he ot arms was an old shot gun that had down ISO pounds of new potatoes Sat be the favorite variety, and about a recognizance, there being little evirunning their sheep at the head of the
and
a
to11
and
of tnis 8eed wns Plant' dence to connect her with the crime
the
nnlf
vaults
for county records,
mal pais, have sold their entire flock able
had a broken collar bone and badly not been used for a long time. Owing urday but found the Aztec market
to Charles Spence. of White Oaks. The commissioners have planned especial- - bruised and wrenched shoulder, aside to the fact that there had been sever glutted with spuds. He finally sold ea. .viaxweii Mall.
other than a knowledge of the fact
oT
LIKES LONG HAIR.
how it
was committed and by
deal involved between 5,000 and 6,000 ly to this end. The new building will from a general shaking up that was al rains since the crime must have them to private parties at 2 c
per
C.
W.
are
soon
Rouse
could
as
as
be
commenced
made
be
a
no
plans
recently
whom, Carlsbad Argus.
Increase,
this
been
tracking
head, including
committed,
There does not seem to be
year's
pound.
unpleasant.
mighty
of long mohair to New YiAl;.
In a lonely section a market for much that
and the price paid was In the neigh- - completed and contracts awarded.
the fanners
CURRY ALL RIGHT.
It might have been worse, but the done. The cabin is
borhood of 115,000. George Snence, Rio Grande Republican,
which is not visited by casual trav- rnlse or anyone who Is attempting to Kp got the returns the other da
senator won't tempt fate again.
Congressman George Curry was
were very satisfactory.
The
of this place. Is to take the yearlings.
find such a market In Mils town. One
elers.
FRIDAY, JULY 26, 1912.
elected by a big vote ln the first
Demlng Graphic.
Carrlzoro News.
Justice of the Peace Lawson of necessary thing In any prosperous hair brought l.iin 73 cents a poun 1 net, state election of New Mexico.
PRAIRIE DOG DELEGATES.
He
JULY 27, 1912.
8ATURDAY,
Hols nas
inA"
an inand
was
summoned,
,t0
MAXWELL
a
Is
find
pU,e?
to
Ml;
tho
Leopold
sale
know
this
for
WELL, THANK YOU.
seem
to
The prairie dogs
community
was elected because of his past offiROSWELL LIKES JUPE PLUV.
"'u' cial record In
l"v ,U,0,"B
,u"s
quest was held, the jury bringing in farmers' produce, because from him
Maxwell has advanced greatly with- Is presidential year as they seem to
erra
public life and his per
These plenteous favors ot Juplte,' a verdict that Jackson had met death starts all material
County Advocate,
When
in the past year, and Its progress has be sending delegates from all over
prosperity.
sonal popularity.
He could have
Dig crops and
grusRy at the hands
of parties unknown. the farmers are broke the merchants
Several new kmK ,h country to the convent . on which nuvius mean
jJ"ILL HAvE BETTER LIGHTS.
Just started.
. . .
.
been
over any man In New
There is a Proposition coming in
!.
nnrf
l)lams walcti ln tuln mean fat cattle Rucker was not present to give evi,..
r in tho aamo
-.
have been built, and manv more are
arh 1
Mexico,
to reports,
yet, according
an1 Prosperity in which dence, having returned to Silver City lv l,lesRrl with nrnsneritv
,'
snn .Man reference to better street lighting for he will sacrifice
,V.,.
manned. The new drue" store build- ...I,
an easy
nc Roswell heP
?uiiie
.jt'Uhlllg uiirciia iitriu.
a
ihave
we
It
Cruces
will
Las
a
Rosand
of
share
is
the
Interment
In
good
hope
large
meantime.
a
town.
the
recent addition to tne
t
County Index.
ing is
seen swimming the San Juan river well News.
one and one we can honestly help in order to help his personal and poremains was made near the cabin.
The school house to cost $10,000 will
FELL OVER CLIFF.
Roosevelt
coming over to it. San Juan DemoOEMING HAS CRICKETS.
The town needs better litical friend,
Silver City Independent.
he built this summer and fall. A crat.
E. R. Cosgrove had a narrow escape promote.
In the formation of the progressive
Does any one know what will exand the llg'ht company can
lights
church building Is certain before snow
1912.
JULY
from
29,
death
last
MONDAY,
Saturday
morning
Even ln this move Curry has
WILL HAVE A CREAMERY.
terminate crickets? I would certainand give tint party.
flies.
These are only a few of the
when he fell over a cliff on the upper increase their output
A DANDY CATCH.
no friends nor has he made an en
The farmers of the Otis district ly be thnVkful to know how to
so let's get into the propos- lost
lights,
get
new things visitors here will notice
Gila
HarWill
where
C.
he,
R.
and
H.
B.
Fleming
loJ.
I,eatherman,
man can find fault with
Brooks,
have perfected an organization of
rid of them.
ition through our city council
and emy for no
I'm Inclined to think
this falk Vhen they come to Pumpkin
and Dr h. D. Koget went old Moses were on a fishing and
man for sticking to a friend, just
for the purpose of start-- ! that the party who wrote the beautl.
have more light on the subject Boon. any
Pie and Raked Squash day. Maxwell cal capital
must
He
a
have
Rio
fallen
on
the
camping
other
trip.
the
day
as
Governor
Curry is sticking to
ing a creamery in he district named. ful 80n .Tht CrIrket on the Hearth." ?ut Alng
Rio Grande Republican.
Mail.
total of 150 feet and was unconscious
n8"
Roosevelt. Otero County Advertiser.
The capital stock of the new company ,va8 not acquainted with the New ;ucero. ana
,"h"" for over two hours. Will Farnsworth
BIG MINE STRIKE.
CHECK THE MULBERRY.
. ,.
distribute
among
i.
THE FIRST LOAD.
...i.i..
He
would have
H. L. Pratt of the Carry Belle mine
variety.
Say you road critics, why Is a will
This is the biggest catch re- made a flying run out there in his
be filed In Santa Fe. All thought less kindly of them had they friends.
Pioneer creek in the Red River The first car load shipment of can
shortly
to
see the
In this section of the coun- auto and brought the Injured man to up
mulberry tree? We fall
ported
been
has
riddled a few of his garments. Dem.
a good strike on that taloupes will leave Fort Sumner
district,
use of these trees; they are not good the stock of the company
try by four fishermen. Taos Record- town where an examination revealed property reports
In the Ing Graphic.
laBt week.
He had a piece about August 5th. It is estimated that
as shade trees nor is their beauty subscribed by farmers living
more
serious
than
a
broken
er.
nothing
CHECK THE CROAKERS.
ore with him last Sunday while In about seventy cars will be shipped
of
such as inspire anybody; to us It Otis district. Carlsbad Argus.
crushed
and
bone,
nose,
LONG
scratches
jaw
SUIT.
PIE HIS
BURGLARS
More fine rain fell Saturday nlglit,
AT VAUGHN.
Red River and was showing It to his this- season.
seems that their only use is to make
Charles Gunst, of Cuervo, is one of bruises. Gene is thanking the fates
There ls evel? indication that the
The store of P Ellsworth was Sunday morning and afternoon. Mon- lnnfArn nf tliA
lnnfarlv Inplln.
came that he is as stout as he is, otherwise friends. It had been roasted and the
ever
that
the
finest
cooks
he a good one for our
The across
bubbled out all over it. Mr.eason
eri ktd
not oniv mar ih wnrmr broken into Tuesday night, entrance day and Tuesday afternoon.
there might have been an entirely dif- gold-hawaters
that
the
separate
big
Pratt has made arrangements
to. cantaloupes and I ask all the growers
berries all over their faces but over having been made y breaking the country east and north received the Europe from America.
He
(under- ferent tale to tell. Silver City Enterin
e upper part of the back heaviest fall. No better season has
have his ore freighted to the new!t0 watch 'his crop closely and
the sidewalks and those spots on the.
stands the art of making double-decprise.
mill which is now ready to!vate thoroughly, also look out for
walks remain muh longer than on door. The value of goods taken can ever been experienced ln the valley, pies. He Is good on single-dec- k
ALL CONTENT.
pies
AphiB, which Is prevalent ln Califorreceive ore. Taos Valley News.
the kid's faces although on the latter only be guessed at. as both Mr. and The ground had good moisture to be- but when be runs short on dough to
Since
water
the
vi
In
this
question
wltnnia and Arizona.
summer
'he
rains started
DIVERSITY.
be seen for Mrs. Ellsworth are sway. A large 'sin
they may generally
with
one
make his last pie he makes
cinity solved itself sometime ago by
All Aphis affected vines must be
conimuea at bdoui me a double-deck- ,
farmer
Tie
doe,, not
prosperous
sack of sugar was dumped out on the e""-- Bna
weoks. Las Cruxes Citizen.
makof
the
one
pie
top
running out of the large Springer lake uallj,
aU hls eggs ,n QM ba8kJ burned as soon as they are noticed
"00r an ",e 8aolt Probably used for right Interval. Two weeks ago the ing the bottom of his last pie. Charles all
A YEARLING GOT HIM.
ln one day, the farmers have been et. No one
croakers started but It wasn't long uncrop or one kind of stock118 tnts 18 tne only means of destroy-i- s
a man of a mighty long head. very uneasy
Elmer George, wno lives about carrying away the loot. Things
concerning this season'B
til they crawled Into their hole. The Gunst is
Weather suit- - ln8 tne Aphis.
always profitable.
miles southeast of Amistad, "in.? were candles canned goods and
Cuervo
Clipper.
to
20th
been
the
crops.
has
July, up
of verv nnnr
CuntalouDeB
nunlltv
nhia far the hoc h .uraim,,,,,,,, t nf
country could get along without them
sustained a broken leg while helping small articles.
HAVE IT.
CAN'T
a
dry month, unusually so, and they corn ,
ot tne best for Bma
graIn are selling at $3.00 per crate, season
Constable Owen took charge the and would be better oft if they Mori-artbrand cattle at the XIT ranch, Wed- Isn't
there
Now
that
everyone
had
to
any
be
reason
alarmed.
water
The
the hole in after them.
"
c'8'"STho question for some days waB a very un Diseases which may destroy a large
is Btrong for Sunday baseball.
r.eaday of this week. In attempting next day, boarding up the door and
are bringing
Arizona cantaloupes
Messenger.
team didn't get support enough to certain one, but as rains have fallen portion of the swine herd will have!
t) throw a yearling, ln some manner slept In the building pending the re-- 1
in New York.
THE
REDUCE
and
RATES.
This
Is foot slipped and he fell, the ani- - turn of the owners.
were In the last week, the alarm has been no effect on cattle. The safe plan 16
Vaughn Report
Farmers In this section of Dona cover expenses when there
Arizona's
heavy week and they
is to have a variety of crops and
l lal falling
his right leg er.
across
Ana
are Interested In the games every week, but the manager substituted by a general feeling of stock in order to Btrlke whatever fa-- j will ship up to 50 cars per day and
county
CAUGHT ON BAD CHECKS,
breaking It between the knee and the
of freight rates between Las says he will ln the near future arrange content that all is well. It is indeed vorable conditions
that may come'"""! fall off rapidly. Fort Sumner
D. M. Barringer of this city got question
ankle. Dr. Broeler was summoned
find out
fortunate, however, that the large along. Diversified farming and stock Rev'ew.
Mesllla
Park and La Tuna. for one more game Just to
Cruces,
and reduced the fracture and at last caught on some worthless checks re- sincere
how
from
the
given
support
lake
dam did not break six weeks or
At present, the rate on alfalfa Ib too
DOWN WITH THE RABBITS.
are the present requests to continue two months earlier, which event would raising is profitable everywhere else,
reports Mr. George was resting as cently, as well as others by the same!
high, and every farmer who sells in
and can be made so here. Pioneer There ls a growing need of the
Cruces
easy as could be expected. Amistad party who represented that he wasi this
the
Las
games
regularly.
meant
have
an
almost
for
total
failure
market pays tribute to the cost
citizens of Curry county to raise arms
Tribune Herald.
working In the interest of the New of high living for some railroad stock- - Democrat.
the farmer's crops. A kind
Provi KEDZIE
SUGGESTS MOTOR BOAT. against the common western pest
Arexlco Retailers' Association, in fact
NOT PLANTED YET.
ROPED A L050.
dence has surely provided. Springer
bolder. The rate can be cut In two
The rains we have had this week Jack Rabbit and unless something 1b
A great many of the farmers have Stockman.
J. P. White, returned from the Yel- - he carried recommendations showing and
yet make a good fat rate In com- not even
have convinced J. A. Williams that done In the near future tlhey are going
low House ranch yesterday by auto, that he was employed as such. Mr.
planted yet, just waiting for
HOUN' DAWG GONE.
to the length of the haul.
parison
he needs a motor boat to pull the to prove a dangerous enemy to grow
h
the late seasons as crops do bo much
He told friends of a hot wolf chase Barringer took the matter up at
Old Heck, the famous hunting dog
Meetings are being held among the
p!ough through his land, and that It ing crops and vegetation.
e
Reports
Now o? the Jemez
occurred a day or two ago on quarters at Albuquerque with but
is no more. is not dry
farmers and an appeal will be made better here late than early.
mountains,
farming, but wet farming from the different communities are
ranch in which a big lobo w olf was tie satisfaction. Mr. Barringer feels lo the interstate commerce commis that the rains came and are still com He fought his last fight last week,
will
to
have
In
he
alike
that they are being bothered
practice.
Pretty
killed. The animal had been at in sev- - that when he honors checks of a par-er- sion and the state
Ing there will be a world of small when he and two other hounds at
corporation com- seed
all of his homestead location is extremely by them.
times before its capture, with ty working for an organization that mission. Rio Grande
put in the ground within the next tacked a bear they had trailed. Old mil
WntAl
Republican.
nnri
(,,
linrinr
tant
tha
n.hlh
The
Journal
an idea
launches
blood stained jaws, and from time to has for Its purpose protection and
few days and until the first of Aug- Heck was not In
BOOST, 8AYS EDITOR HITT.
prime condition, but he waB ivlng , out ,n tho ,md(Ue of among local sports that seems to be
ust. Plalnvlew Herald.
time been devouring big calves out gets the worst of it that he has been
he
a
made
Torrance
but
and
odds
Wlltard
good
the
fight,
county
espe
lake. There Is more water in the taking right along in the fact that
but
BENEFICIAL RAINS.
of the herd. Finally the men on the mistreated not only by a dead-bea- t
were too great; he succumbed from a a
cially should have a good representa
north of town than has been we would raise a prize of Bay $100.00
A heavy rain fell on the mesas east cun
ranch sighted the brute, and aftor a also by the organization behind tb tion at the
or tne head administered there for
of New Mexico
asiae
meeting
years, and If it was only a by popular subscription to go to the
with Its recommendation.
of town Saturday evening and Sun- by bruin. Hunters
long chp.se across the plans for eight dead-bethe
developers at Mountalnalr on New
dispatched
or ten miles, the wolf was roped by a Otero County Advertiser.
It has been raining almost ev- - bear, which weighed over 300 pounds. little later In the season there would four people who killed the most jack
Mexico resources day, July 29th. The day.
be Bome fine duck shooting down rabbits In a term of days; say twenty
THAT PUMPKIN PIE ,
and
B
Mr. Davis, foreman of the ranch. Thel
ML vail
uuj
expense of attendance Is small. All nfKlJ
,.
....... ravicu -- ..vamp.uu . . : .. Dr. R. FVed Pettlt, an enthusiastic there. Lordsburg Liberal.
i i ..
or thirty. In this way, every man or
Now that the busy season in the the
wolf was an extraordinary large ty:e
hub hunter of this state, was In at the fin
lun ruugtt
communities will bo in Duieuuu cuuyuii,
progressive
BEST IN YEARS.
boy who owns a gun or can borrow
I side
is in very fair ish and while
of
the
mountain
lobo.
of the
Roswell
Register- - hay fields is over for a while, why represented and a bigger
the battle raged fierce
meeting is
The fishing party, consisting of Era- - one, will have a chance at the prizes
i not
Tribune.
get together ad talk over the expected even than the successful one condition, but east of the divide the ly was able to secure several snap-T. CS.. and will In the end do a
Bt Rllfh llurrv Dnaohai-M- ,
great serplans for Pumpkin Pie Day. It Is get- last year. Last year s meeting re grass ls badly burned up and some shots of the encounter at a distance of
BOY FALLS FROM HORSE.
fcate an(j their famlHeg lha8 been 'cam. vice to the farmers of the county.
John Heck, the fifteen year old son ting along about the time to do some- sulted in extensive development and of the springs have failed. It ls probWho is in on the Rabbit Contest,
Ped "i upper Cimarron canon for the
,'
of Mr. and Mrs. Mat Heck of Cimar- thing, if we are going to make the publicity campalgnB In a number of able, now that the rains have comOld Heck had a record of being one naat
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t
.,i
let's hear from you. Every body can
ron, died last Sunday morning at 6 day a success.
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our communities and brought forth menced, that the whole section will of the best hunting does In the cnun- - ,
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1,1 LI1
,
...
"mure oi imj nne trout re- - enter; just save the ears and bring
Pew places are so fortunately Bit- - vast benefits to this state. The meet- receive rain which will be beneficial
o'clock at the home of his parents
7V T?va decent,celved Wednesday from the party by them in. Tha plan that every man
from Injuries received by a horee fall- rated as Maxwell to give a feast of ing this year should prove even more to the ranges. Rio Grande Republiwho enters the contest pay a dollar,
SHOULD DO SOMETHING.
ing with him. Young Heck was rid this kind. The money to finance it effective and every community In Oho can.
with excellent" luck in the object of and that the extra amount be diIT LOOKS GOOD.
ing one day last week, when the horse Is ready. The crops to make the ag- slate Ehould be represented. Willard
Into a pot of three prljes, others
vided
The country east of town Is coming ....
stumbled and fell, throwing the lad ricultural display are growing Into Record.
. v.
uuio iu icaiM luc itfir rin v flohino- In tho TTto Dor-biH
think that no entrance fee Should be
into itsown. No section hag labored
violently to the ground, rolling over pri3e winners every, day. The pump- G30WS AN INCH A DAY.
company the best in years and no difficulty has charged. Just make up a pot. Let us
i?
u
several times. Tne boy paid lit- - kmi and squash for the pies are as- J. L. Humphreys began cutting his under so many handicaps, no section .luo ?
uuuiuifi
ay .in r-- been experienced in finding bait ac hear from you. The rabbit must be
..
.
.
tle attention to his Injuries and a sumlng a corpulent roundness that is second crop of alfalfa Monday, July has had so many quarters growing ranirine:n fnr tho nmnor
trannnrtot
.
"rvui,iv'i pniirnnio Trt T H a tiif tr i nn unno nr nn killed. Clovis Journal.
no of the
t) 'y or two latter was playing base
22. The first cutting was finished July thistles, but on the other hand,
fruit crop of the San u"j'v.
Juan basin mountaln streams.
large with promise.
A catch of 100
more
can
of
earnest,
boast
section
i R:i witn several
But this affair will not get itself 2. This second cutting is 20 Inches
playmates. He was
not provm- - flne trout fn
1UB'
daT
r,nnrtA hv
lorcen to case to his Dei a couple or up.
It must have a head, a dlrec high, which means that It has grown hard working, Industrious farn srs a? ed iced cars of any kind or gauge or
the campers. Raton Range.
It
the
out
have
stuck
those
who
fist
no
RUPTURE CURE.
for the proper transportauicu, aim mi njBuicai tor or its course.
uajo ltiuic
We must meet an Inch a day during the past three
arranged
BOUND OVER.
four and five years. Crops are look tion of the fruit. It seems to be the
from Ra- - and proceed to organize. Maxwell weeks.
assistance, Including
Reliable, Safe, Sure. $1 per bottle, prepaid
received
Cements
land
has
where
the
fine
with
Cardlnas,
ing
charged
ion couia not save m utile leiiows Mai'.
The first cutting on Mr. Humphrey's
express determination to force the
bxternai Application
ond cultivation.
lire. Rev. Father Cellter of this city, Go0D ADVICE FOR ANY TOWN.
Roman,
shipment of all the summer fruitB by the murder of Candelarlo
place went about a ton and a half per the proper attention
No Inconvenience.
whose
In a clump of
was
All honor to the man who is doing
found
body
uir.tu.iea at me ii.nerai services nem
sl,,-ea
rate
Is
at
and
which
express
If
although this second cutting
City could truthfully make acre,
approximate- bushes near an old
section ly double he fruit
well on the Cless It works while you sleep Send
V..HI- on
luuiiuiu
clai.i to be "The Clean City" it has not been weighed, he says that it his best to bring forward his
or
the
freight rate,
nger
arron.-apnStockman.
your orders now.
a basis to all points similar to that place west of Loving, the first of
woul(i bc a very valuable a88et ln the will not miss two tons per acre very of the valley, Moriarty Messenger.
to Denver which is $1.05 by express, this month, and who has been in Jail DR.N0LSON MEDICINE CO., IITICA, N. Y
SOME CREAM.
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advertlsii g campaign which has Just far. The second cutting is much
or 53 cents by freight. This differThe gross amount of cream ship- - l.een inai.rurated.
FOWLER'S VIEW OF IT.
It has Its "Clean heavier than the first and the quality
The county owes no man an office. ence amounts to CO cents per 100
ped from Ues Moines to Raton cream- - Store" wh eh Is a clean store, and its of the hay is absolutely perfect,
Tlhere will be a great deal of hay The voter, If he be honest, owes no poundB, which 1b more than the grow-- !
ery for the month of June amounted advertisemmt of that fact Is worth
to 1,400 pounds and the amount for money to it. The same care which used here this fall for stock feeding. individual or party his support, but ers net profit. The reason for our
will
near
reach
The statement that they are trying to
and
2,',00
July
pound makes
keeps that store clean, if and it Is estimated that 150 cars of owes his country everything.
mark. The amount, of cream is in- - exercised by each Individual owner bailed hay will be shipped out of here only Just and honorable cause to pur- force shipments by express ls their
sue is to forget friend and neighbor utter failure to provide proper means
creasing, and there will be about fiev- - mid occupant of property on his own before spring. Maxwell Mall.
'n new snippers in the next week, premises would, make the city In real-Thi- s
LOOK FOR GENERAL
and support the candidate that you of carrying it by freight. Nor is this
RAINS.
should bo of great interest to lty a "Clean City.''
Clouds have been hanging over the believe to be the best man for the all to be considered, When they ac
all farmers, as It means hundreds of
Not only fcr advertising purposes plains for several days and In most place. CJuay County Times.
cept fruit for express shipment they
TO- ,
dollars ln f:o pockets of tihe settler, would such a condition he valuable, places they have had fine rain;, some
transport It as far as Durango in hot
LIGHTNING'S FREAK.
ia
cream
the
ultr.ost clear profit, as but as well for the Inevitable Improve-th- e places have been fortunate in getting
A. C. Austin of the
Bonlto Park cars and thus put it In bad condition
farmer has the skimmed milk and menl In health conditions, and the In more than others, also a few local farm, Angus, lost a fine Jersey bull at the very beginning of a long haul.
itio increase of his herd we think will crease of our c vlc pride and self-re- rains and hall Btorms have been play- Inst week. The animal was standing It appears that they not only want
.'
spect.
ing its old game on young feed Btuff. near the trunk of a tall pine tree when the double rate but are not particuHow
It is almost Invarably the case In a bolt of lightning descended, putting lar about, delivering the goods after
to
begin the
ready
State of Ohio, city of Toledo,
vnr hw? The health department is thlg country that when local show- him out of commission. Strange to they get it. Farmlngton Enterprise,
Lnen. rvniiitv. a
to the limit. It Is ers are general It is capped off with a relate, the tree showed no traces of
FEELING FINE, IS SMITH.
Frank J. Cheney mak-- s oath Hint he Tpa,lT tn
Growing crops on the Maxwell tract
damage from the lightning. Carri
Is senior partner of the firm of F. .1. up to the citizens. A little care all good general rain.
& Rio
never looked better than at this
The writer has been unfortunate or zozo New's.
'hen'ey & Co., doing business In the the time, a little vork every day, a
time. The hundreds of acres of wheat
RATTLERS PLENTIFUL.
'ity of Toledo, County and State tittle fire In your lack yard once or otherwise for he has been caught out
a week ond It Is done. What a nuhiber of times to be almost
The rattle snakes are getting quite fulling before the harvesters,
the
IN EFFECT
jiforeaoid, and that said firm will pay twice
Silver City Enterprise. drowned he just happens to hit the plentiful on the mesa. Where they thousands of acres of oats, still a vivid
the sum of ONE HON Tilt KD DOL- do you say
wet
drivand
like
ocean
spot.
are Irrigating, they are evidently
green
LIGHTNING
waving
billows,
LARS for each and every case of
FREAKS.
Old timers tell us that they look for ing them from their long undisturbed the heavy headed fields of rye swaying
There was a sharp thunder storm
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field
good
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Numbers
general
every
after
last Saturday evening and the lightuse of HALL'S CATARRH CI'RR.
before It Is all over, they Two dogs belonging to Austin Rice of alfalfu, dotted with Immense stacks
FRANK J. CHENEY.
ning visited F. R. Conn's new resi ican plains
tihe first still green from the first cutting, preSworn to before me and subscribed dence on his farm. It was about 8 do not seem to be worrying about it were bitten by rattlesnakes
in my presence this 6th day of De- o clock In the evening when there not raining plenty for crops. Plain- - of the week. One has. to be careful sent a picture of peace and plenty
and keep watch when wulklng around. that 1b very Inviting. The wide
was a crash, the electric lights went view Herald.
cember, A. D., 18S6.
MYSTERY ABOUT IT.
San Juan Democrat.
spreading leaves of the pumpkin and
A. W. GLEASOX,
out, aud there was a Bound of broken
Seal)
Sheriff McGrath received word by
DANDY RAINS.
squash vine make visions of Pumpkin
The family was c'ependlng on
Notary Public. glass.
from
of
Horace
Tains
beneficial
of
One
most
Thursday
the
phone
evening
pie day very alluring. Almost every
nails catarrh Cure Is taken intern- - tne electric lights and was a long
ranch on the Mangas that a the year visited this vicinity Satur- farmer has a few tomato vines, most
nlly and acts directly upon the blood time finding a lamp. On examination Hooker's
Joe
miner
named
had
Jackson
of
them in blosBom, About thirty
negro
and
The
gov
day
evenings.
Sunday
and mucous surfaces of the system, it appeared as though the lightning
For information as to
Send for testimonials, free.
had come in on either the electric been murdered at his cabin near ernment gauge registered 2.59 inohes acre of potatoes have been planted
,
reservations,
Black Hawk. Deputy Tom Moore left for both days. The coming of theBe this year, something new for the
P. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O., light or the telephone wire and
gone immediately for the scene of the rains Just
on or write to any D. & R. Q. Agent or
call
etc.,
were tract, and reports for a good crop ls
the
time
when
at
they
Sold by all druggists. 75c.
in
down
one
of the interior partitions.
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Take Hall's Family Pills lor con- - They could see whwre it had broken crime. He found the dead man lying most needed will provide plenty of very favorable. The oats are looking
W. D. Shea, T. F. & P. A.,
Fe.
In front of his cabin door, wltfh his moisture for the growing crops and very flne, and conservative estimates
etlpatlon.
the
through
plaster, making a hole face ln his hands. He had been dead
plenty of pasture for stock. The crops place the yield per acre at fifty bushPAGE
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SUMMER TOURIST RATES
All Stations East and West
FROM

Stations on ths Denver

Grande

June 1st to September 30 th
Return Limit, October 31st.
Liberal Stopovers.
rates,

Santa

